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Graduation creates vacancies in A.S.

By David Wenstrom
Daily staff writer
It came as a surprise to Ow Associated Students
Board of Directors Wednesday that A.S. Director of Business Affairs Patti McGee will be graduating this month.
"I didn’t even know Patti was leaving until Wednesday," said A.S. Director of Personnel Lor Fogel.
Fogel told the board Wednesday that she also plans to
graduate this month, but her graduation date was no surprise.
Surprised or not, the board what’s left of it needs
to fill two of its most critical positions: Business Affairs
and Personnel directors, which are central to the A.S.
budget and studen! .(.lection processes

Board needs to fill director positions
"I’m interviewing right now for the positions." said
A.S. President Erin O’Doherty. "There’s about five or six
people interested in the positions so far.
As president, O’Doherty may make recommendations for the replacements, but those must be approved by
a two-thirds vote of the remaining board. O’Doherty said
she plans to have her recommendations ready for the
board’s first meeting next semester.
Meanwhile, O’Doherty said she will review applicants which include several members of A.S. committees,

an academic senator, and a member of the A.S. Program
Board.
McGee’s impending graduation, a well -kept secret
around the AS., was let out of the bag on Wednesday by
O’Doherty McGee told O’Doherty several days before the
meeting that she was graduating, O’Doherty said.
"I guess she had told someone that (she was graduating) when she ran for office," O’Doherty said. "After
that, I guess she just assumed we knew."
Both Fogel, a radio-television major. and McGee. an
advertising major, ran last spring under the United Stu -

dents party ticket for the one-year positions. The positions
they will vacate upon graduation are two of the board’s
most important.
The Business Affairs director heads the budget committee, which prepares the $750,000 A.S. budget each
spring and submits it to the board. The A.S. president prepares a separate one and the board utilizes both in preparing a final budget.
The Business Affairs director also sits on the A.S.
Special Allocations Committee, which has $7,000 to distribute to non-A.S, budgeted student groups next semester.
The personnel selection committee, headed by the
continued on page 3

SUBOD official
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Checkmate

Student input important

Ken P Human.’
Glynn Meagher, a beginning sculpture class student.
makes a move for one of two competing chess players yes-

AIDS Awareness Week
only lip of the iceberg
By Denver Lewellen
Daily staff writer
SJSU Student Health Services
does not plan on forgetting about
AIDS.
"I think that we’re off to a
really good start," said Dr. Robert
Latta, assistant director of Student
Health Services, "and we’re not
going to just let this issue drop."
According to Latta, the success of AIDS Awareness Week will
lead the way to future educational
programs about the disease.
He said that SJSU has managed to do quite a lot with limited
Funds,
"The facts are that UC-Berkeley was given a grant of about
$27,000 to develop educational programs on AIDS, which is being
done, but Student Health Services
at SJSU only spent a little more
than $500 and we’ve accomplished
a great deal."
Total expenditures for the
week, which included the costs of
guest speakers, printed materials,
and advertising were 8838.03.
Donations received from Associated Students, A.S. Program
Board, and the Coastal Area Pro
gressive Caucus totaled $317.35.
The total paid by Student
Health Services was $518.68.
According to Oscar Battle,
SJSU Health Educator, total participation was 1,184 people, including those who picked up informa-

tion from the tables in the Student
Union and those who viewed the
AIDS videotapes outside of the
lectures.
"My regret" said Martha
O’Connell, an SJSU Plant Operations employee who took vacation
time off to attend the seminars,
"is that so few staff members
came. To my knowledge there
were only 10 SJSU employees that
came, but I attribute this to the
lack of support by the administration "
"Overall," she added, "the series was excellent. In my opinion
the most effective speaker was
John Lorenzini, the AIDS pa tient ."
"We’ve only seen the tip of the
iceberg," said Steve Stein. GALA
spokesperson, "as far as educating people about this disease.
"I think the majority of :Olen,
dants were either health science
students or biology majors. The
week was successful, but it could
have used more endorsements
from various departments here."
Stein attributes the low attencontinued on page 3

Dad y stall photographer

terday. The players shout their moves from a third floor
window of the Art Building for a better view of the board.

By Tyrone an ii01) dunk
Daily staff writer
The chairman of the Associated
Students Program Board is worried
that the Recreation and Events Center won’t feature the kind of entertainment that most students enjoy.
Stafford Hebert, also chairman
of the Student Union Board of Directors, said that the Progam Board will
need more money to hold event. that
students will attend in the Rec Center, scheduled for completion in 1988.
"If the Program Board doesn’t
have enough money to foot the bill for
a concert, we could wind up being at
the whim of some off-campus agency
namely Bill Graham," Hebert
said.
"The kind of programming that
would come here would not be the
type that, per se, would fit into a college campus," he said. "If (they)
bring some heavy-metal band and six
percent of the people attending the
show are students then obviously the
Rec is not doing the students much
good."
The Program Board has a budget
of $16,000 this year, Hebert said. He
said that a large concert in the 5,500
seat center would cost about $25,000.
"Ideally (the Program Board)
could have as many as five concerts
per year," he said. "Bill Graham
needs to be in the position where he
offers us shows, not where we offer

him the Bee Center.’
Hebert said that although the
University of California at Berkeley
owns the Greek Theater, their program board has little control over
what events are held there.
"It turned into a thing where you
have external groups coming in with
external administration and all that
they have control over is scheduling," he said "The students have no
input whatsoever so they could have
the most ridiculous shows."
Since the Rec Center is being
built with student funds ($18 out of
the registration fee), Hebert said he
would like to see speakers and concerts that will draw many students.
A.S. president Erin O’Doherty
said that the goal of the A.S. is to fund
student programs, student groups
and student services.
"Some sort of arrangement has
to be made so that the Program
Board does have some priority with
the Rec Center," O’Doherty said.
O’Doherty said that the A.S. will
bring in an efficiency expert to look
over the A.S. business office, the AS.
print shop and Earth Toys to see
where they can cut costs.
"A lot of money goes toward different expenses and we’re going lobe
looking at that and trying to cut
back . . so that we have more
continued on page 3

Women’s Center needs more funds
By Julie Tilsner
Daily staff writer
After a slow start, the SJSU Women’s Center
is on shaky ground because of dwindling funds and
lack of interested volunteers to help with administration and the upcoming Women’s Week.
Members are afraid the continuing apathy will
kill the 14-year-old center.
Volunteer Rachel Harvey said she has a bad
feeling that all the progress made by the women’s
movement over the last ten years will be lost if
people continue to ignore SJSU’s Women’s Center
and others like it.
"I would hate to see a battered woman be denied shelter because there aren’t any battered
woman shelters anymore," she said.
The Women’s Center began in 1971, as the
women’s movement started to gain momentum.
Services from counseling to reliable automotive referral were offered. Over the years the
center has been moved from several office spaces,

and now occupies a small room in the Administration Building.
Harvey sees the center’s ever-dwindling office
space and budget as a sign that people don’t see
the necessity of such a center.
Harvey said the Women’s Center sees its present primary function as a referral service, but
there are hopes to implement a preventive education and peer counseling program to keep the need
for future referrals down.
The center is also in the process of changing
its official name to the Women’s Resource Center.
"We serve the campus first," Harvey said.
"But most of our referral calls come from outside
the campus. We can’t understand this because
we’re supposed to be serving one-half of the student body."
More than half of SJSU’s students are women,
Harvey said.
"Just because we’ve been here for almost 15

years doesn’t mean were a given," she said. "Ten
years ago there weren’t any rape crisis lines or
battered woman shelters," Harvey said. "Without
people who care, this will all dwindle away."
One speculation is that college-aged women
today have grown up with the social changes the
previous generation had fought for, and are thus
not aware of the past injustices towards women.
Harvey said this may be a reason why most of
the active volunteers in the center are older.
"Somehow, all the negative aspects of the
feminist’s movement got connected with the Women’s Center," she said. "People associate radical
feminisim and lesbianism with the center, but
that’s not what we’re all about."
"We’re interested in progress for all different
kinds of people regardless of race, sex, religion,
political and moral beliefs," she said.
Last semester’s center was headed by politicontinued on page 3

Financial aid payments
scheduled for tomorrow
By Antoinette Fleishman
Daily staff writer
There will be approximately 200 financial aid checks
disbursed tomorrow in the Student Aid Accounting Office,
according to Manager Linda Vasques.
The majority of checks being disbursed are Pell
Grants, Vasques said. Financial aid will then be caught
up on its back log of Pell Grant checks There was a delay
in this disbursement at the beginning of the semester because SJSU received the Pell Grant payment schedule
late.
"We have such a limited time. We’re working very
hard in both areas (Financial Aid Student Services and
the Student Aid Accounting Office) to get the checks out,"
Vasques said,

Aid is requested and authorized in Financial Aid Student Services. Checks are disbursed in the Student Aid
Accounting Office.
Normally students have 15 days to pick up their
checks after their assigned disbursement date. There are
not 15 days left in the semester, and there is still an additional disbursement on Dec. 16.
"We’re kind of bending the rules this semester, and
we’re holding the checks until Dec. 20: Vasques said
Both financial aid offices have been making phone
calls to students to be certain that they got their disbursement schedules and to inform them of the last day to pick
up the checks, she said.
The Student Aid Accounting Office is located in the
Administration Building across from the Cashiers Office

Dear readers,
This is the last day
of classes and the last
a issue of the Spartan
Daily this semester.
2
Good luck to the
graduates and have a
nice winter break, The
spring
1 986 Spartan
a Daily will put out the
first issue on the first
day of school, January
23
Shannon Rasmussen
Spring 1986 editor
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Youth needs better sex education
Fourteen -year-old Stephanie of Chicago has a four
month -old baby. She can’t even drive yet. She said that
the social pressure to have sex helped to push her into this
predicament.
Sally, a I7 -year -old in Los Angeles. is struggling to
raise a two-year-old son. "We are children ourselves having children."
These girls and the thousands of other teenagers who
bear children each year aren’t totally innocent, of course.
They get themselves into this predicament.
But many of these teens are either misguided and
misinformed about sex education, or else they are neglected or poor and get pregnant to gain attention or to
make their life more "exciting."
This is where modern, high-tech America is failing.
These kids need help.
We, Americans, spend billions of dollars on advanced
technology and entertainment. We install telephones in
our cars, and we read personal growth books and go to
management seminars.
But while we’re moving ahead in this modern world,
the teenagers have been neglected in all the hustle and
bustle, left behind without the education and help they
need to stop this epidemic problem.
In America, about 30,000 teenagers under age 15 get
pregnant every year, according to the cover story "Children Having Children" in the Dec. 9 issue of Time magazine. Researchers estimate that 40 percent of today’s 14year -old girls will get pregnant at least once before the
age of 20. And this figure doesn’t include the estimated 45
percent of abortions that take place.
America’s teen pregnancy rate is at least twice as
high as it is in Britain, Canada, France, Sweden and the
Netherlands.
Why?
These countries spend more time and money educating children about sex education, and make contraceptives more readily available to them.
For example, in Sweden, the Swedish National Board
of Education has provided curriculum guidelines for sex
education classes in schools. Starting at the age of seven,
Swedish children receive a thorough grounding in reproductive biology, and by the age of 10, they’ve been introduced to the various types of contraceptives.
Although teenagers in Sweden become sexually active earlier than American teens, the rate of teen pregnancy is only half of the United States’.
The board’s specialist in sex education, Annika Strandell, said that the idea is to "demystify sex so that familiarity will make the child less likely to fall prey to unwanted pregnancy and venereal disease."
The education policy in Holland is similar, as are the
other countries with lower teen pregnancy rates.

Michelle
King
But in the United States, sex education in schools is
still sparse, and the Reagan Administration has taken
steps to make it difficult for teenagers to obtain contraceptives. According to Time magazine, Reagan has "repeatedly tried to restrict the availability of family-planning services" and he issued the "squeal rule" in 1983,
though that has been outlawed by the courts, since it
would probably have increased unwanted pregnancies.
(This was a law that required federally -funded clinics to
notify the parents within 10 days after prescribing contraceptives to a minor.)
Teens are embarrassed logo to a public clinic for advice or contraceptives.
But luckily, 84 percent of American adults are beginning to regard teenage pregnancy as a serious problem,
according to a Harris poll released in November, and
some states and cities are beginning to take action to help
stop the problem.
In Wisconsin last month, Governor Anthony Earl
signed landmark legislation that provides funding for sex
education in schools, repeals restrictions on the sale of
nonprescription contraceptives and provides $1 million
for counseling pregnant adolescents.
At Chicago’s DuSable High School, school officials established an on -campus health clinic that’s authorized to
dispense contraceptives to students who have parental
permission. At this school, one-third of its 1,000 female
students become pregnant every year
And in Los Angeles, the school board plans to open a
health clinic offering contraceptives to high school students. So far, nine schools in the United States have taken
this measure, and more are expected too.
Well, these are good signs that hopefully indicate that
America is on the way to decreasing the rate of unwanted
teen pregnancies. This is a huge problem that must be
stopped.
Children should not be having children.

Minority opportunities inadequate
Opportunity in higher education for minorities will
not be adequate until primary education meets its responsibilities to the minority student.
The basic skills of reading, writing, math and organization taught at the primary and middle school level are
so important that the methods used at this level must be
assessed in terms of how they develop skills in the minority students.
Students cannot be motivated to succeed if they don’t
see a value to the educational experience. By having little
support at home or at school in their path to educational
development, the child begins to have an attitude that
spells f-a-i-l-u-r-e at a very young age.
"We are looking at reports that show students who
are showing poor marks at pre-school and elementary
school levels are already deciding to drop out of school in
the fourth or fifth grade," said Adam Escoto, associate director of the Mexican American Community Service Association. In some communities, Hispanic students in elementary and middle school levels show a drop-out rate
of 50 percent or more, Escoto said.
It seems that minority children in elementary school
are caught in a bind, strapped by distorted expectations
from those responsible for their education.
If a minority child shows signs of developing a skill,
well, that’s considered a great accomplishment and not
much more is expected,
When minority children can converse well and add,
subtract, multiply and divide well enough to be in the average range in math, they are often perceived to have Sccomplished much
And often, when the child does not grasp the language
or skills well they are placed in a system that perceives
them as inadequate They are considered lucky if they
graduate from high school; and most of the time they are
not considered fit for higher education.
Overachievers are often placed on a track that isoIsles them from other minorities, they cannot become a
positive peer influence, which is considered important in
other children’s development
Those same children, doomed as failures by the

John
Ramos
school system, are in that situation because they don’t get
support from their parents.
Some parents just don’t have the skills it takes to organize time for their children, even if they have high expectations of them. Children aren’t encouraged to study
and parents don’t take the time to work with their children on the needed skills.
It’s not all hopeless. There are organizations in our
society that know this and are doing something about it.
There’s a math teacher in East Los Angeles who
drilled a group of Hispanic students in calculus. Students
in his program got such good results in tests that they
were forced to take them over again.
There is a black teacher in Chicago who trains her
children to develop strong classic skills of poetry, math
and science and her students show accomplishments.
Certainly there are some successes in the minority
community, but they are few.
While there are platoons of educators, administrators
and parents in the elementary, middle, and high school
systems that are working to wipe out the stigma that
spells failure for minority students it will take a whole
army to spell s -u -c -c-e-s -s.
And success for minorities in primary education will
no doubt mean success for them in higher education.
ii.,..cry.. ...am., +mi.40r,
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Letters to the Editor
Prof uses AIDS to ’attack’ gays
Editor,
The recent interview of political science Prof. John
Wettergreen was an exercise in naivete which soundly
proves my point that many news articles have nothing
to do with AIDS.
The interview clearly showed that Wettergreen is
only using the AIDS issue to attack homosexuals. He feels
that by re-enacting anti -sodomy laws the spread of AIDS
can be controlled. Unfortunately, viruses cannot read law
books nor be put on trial. His true motivation is to enact
suppressive legislation against a segment of the population of which he does not approve. Wettergreen makes it
crystal clear where he stands, to quote: "In my view,
even one homosexual partner is not conservative." (The
word "conservative" should be read "acceptable heterosexual behavior.")
I would like to remind the professor that he has a doctorate in "political science" not "medical science." The
reason Wettergreen feels that medical doctors are biased
in favor of homosexuals is because he has the opposite
view
a harsh and prejudiced view. Witness his
statement: "Homosexuals are usually disease-laden,
that’s clear." Medical doctors do not take sexual orientation into consideration because it is irrelevant to the
virus. A virus does not stop to see if the body it is invading
is homosexual or heterosexual; it will take any warm
human being it can find.
As for his theory that AIDS developed in the United
States? Medical research of the disease supports the "Africa first" theory, unless Wettergreen has other proof
which he is concealing from the Centers for Disease Control.
Wettergreen’s "new public standard" should be renamed the "Wettergreen standard of acceptable sexual
behavior." Big Brother may still have a chance of invading the privacy of our bedrooms.
Wettergreen states: "Heterosexuality must be preferred because heterosexuals, unlike homosexuals, contribute to society by having children." So, according to
the professor’s standards. Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Oscar Wilde and Walt Whitman contributed nothing
to society since all were homosexuals. Wettergreen is
capitalizing on fear and misinformation about AIDS. Perhaps he thinks that by lashing out and attacking homosexuals, he will somehow remain immune to the disease by
living in a dream that AIDS has always been and always
will be a gay disease.
The disease to worry about is not AIDS, it is the disease from which Wettergreen suffers
terminal homophobia.
David t.. West
Sophomore
Computer sciences
Be Anza Community College
CIA, FBI may enforce anti -sodomy laws
Editor,
We would like to respond to Prof. Wettergreen’s
views on anti -sodomy laws and private and "public" sexual behaviors.
Wettergreen suggests that anti -sodomy laws should
be re-enacted to control the spread of AIDS. We would like
to give him some helpful hints on how to enforce these
laws since he neglected to discuss them.
Perhaps the CIA and FBI could be relied upon to collect dossiers on everybody; remember, to control the
spread of AIDS, this means everyone in the world.
We could install video monitors in all homes, including the bathrooms. At birth, we could attach warning devices on genitalia and orifices, therefore perpetrators
could instantly be "caught in the act." This surveillance
equipment could be connected to a central command post,
accessible to only the CIA. FBI, president and political
science professors.
For the local community, we can begin neighborhood
watch programs. Law enforcement personnel could come
into private homes and give demonstrations on how to
watch for that kind of criminal, deviant, foul, disgusting
and totally un-American behavior. We could call the organization "Sodomy -Busters" and use the catchy motto,
"Help take a bite out of sodomy." If these programs get
rolling, we could have the kind of cheery atmosphere
prevalent in Massachussetts during the Salem witch
hunts.
Wasn’t that a fun time? By enacting these programs
and enforcing these laws to the fullest extent, we can return to that happy time that Wettergreen obviously
yearns for, heterosexual utopia ( missionary or dead -bug
position.
What does Wettergreen really have to hide? What is it
about him that makes him think his personal and private
sexual beliefs should be imposed upon the public?
Bakke Giles
George
T
Graduate student
Senior
Behavioral science
Anthropology

Hooping it Up

Leonard
Hoops

Down the chimney
NI’ YOU HARDLY wait? Christmas Day is
nearly here, and I’m writing this to show that
CA
I care.
Yes, the merriest of merry seasons, the happiest
of happy seasons and the jolliest of jolly seasons is
upon us now. And Christmas Day is only two weeks
away.
Aren’t the lights pretty? Don’t you just love it
when they flash on-and-off, on-and-off, on-and-off
And all the colors. Greens, yellows, reds and blues
all sorts of different shades and hues.
And the Christmas tree. All the neat tinsel that
you get to cover it with, and ornaments, and the star
( what’s the star for anyway?). Artificial trees are
my favorite. They never have bald spots, they don’t
shed, and you can even spray them with a fake a
pine scent. Yes, trees are nice and they make me
glad, especially after it’s plugged in by my Dad.
How about egg nog? I love to drink it, especially
that pre-made stuff you can buy in a carton at the
grocery store. None of that homemade stuff for me,
thank you, it just takes too much work. Egg nog is
really sweet and thick, and if you add a little brandy
it’ll give you a kick.
Don’t you just love those Christmas cartoons,
too? Rudolph the Red Nose Reindeer is my favorite
he’s been around since I can remember.
Christmas cartoons lift me real high, and when they
end, I usually cry.
Probably the funniest thing about Christmas is
the shopping. It’s really neat to see all of our friends
at the mall and stuff like that. Hike to browse and
buy lots of things for people who I don’t keep in touch
with during most of the year. It makes them feel
really good when they get their beef stick and cheese
combo in the mail. Shopping is really a neat thing to
do, because it shows how much I’m thinking of you.
And what would Christmas be without presents?
Presents are what make Christmas. Without
presents, Christmas would just be another
meaningless holiday. It would just be another one day break for the work force. Presents are what
make the Day grand, otherwise Christmas would be
boring and bland.
Yeah. Christmas is a pretty neat tradition. But I
wonder why we call it Christmas?
I N THE IMMORTAL words of the rock group
Queen, "Another one bites the dust."
Disguised as a columnist. I was able to
infiltrate the Spartan Daily this semester and turn
many of SJSU’s students into communist zombies.
To those of you who weren’t effected, I admire you
all, so look for Christmas cards real soon.
But now I’m a has-been. What will become of me
next semester? Maybe a guest appearance on "The
Love Boat"? No, too drastic. In any case, I plan on
writing lots of nasty letters to next year’s editors. I
have to, it’s a Spartan Daily tradition.
Lately, I’ve seen a lot of students crying on
campus. They’ve come up to with tears welling in
their eyes and asked me the same question over and
over again: "Leonard, I want to know how you turn
out in life. I really do." So if you’re interested in how
I turn out, bring a SASE to the newsroom this week
and I’ll let you know how things are going for me on
a yearly basis. Why? Because I care.
Really, it’s been great knowing you. Stay the
same sweet person you are so funny and nice to be
around. Good luck in whatever you do, because you
deserve it. Keep in touch. Have a good summer.
Friends Forever, Leonard.
Leonard Hoops was the assistant forum editor,
and he’s not a bigot or a sexist pig. If you don’t believe
him, ask one of his love slaves. His columns appeared
Tuesdays and Thursdays, and one time on Monday
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Two A.S. posts
need to be filled

continued from page I
personnel director, interviews students to sit on A.S. and Academic
Senate committees, including the
budget committee. Recommendations of the personnel selection
committee are approved by a
board vote.
The board approved Wednesday three recommendations made
by Fogel for the budget committee
Verda
Alexander,
Timothy
Smalls and Devesk Garg but the
committee still needs to appoint a
faculty advisor and an A.S. director-at-large.
McGee recommended Andy
Steen, A.S. Director of Non-Traditional Minority Affairs, for the director-at -large position, and the
board is scheduled to vote on that
recommendation during its first
meeting next semester.
McGee is "putting together everything for the budget committee
so it will be all ready to go next semester" and has prepared a "budget orientation packet" to explain
the budget process to her successor.
The budget committee must
submit a budget to the board by
April 1. The budget includes alloca-

REC concerts discussed

tions to more than 40 campus clubs,
organizations and services.
McGee and Fogel made recommendations to O’Doherty on possible successors.
"I gave Erin seven or eight
recommendations, some given
with strong recommendations,"
McGee said.
Tom
Fogel
recommended
Booth, a junior, to succeed her during the board’s meeting. Booth is a
member of the personnel selection
committee. Fogel said she plans to
meet with Booth during Christmas
break to go over the duties of personnel director.
"Tom Booth is probably going
to be the new director of personnel," she said. "He is fairly well
briefed on what’s going on in the
committee. In my opinion, he
would be a very competent replacement."
O’Doherty said it is not necessary that students interested in
the positions make a commitment
to run this spring for next year’s
board.
"That’s not part of the criterion," O’Doherty said. "Basically,
the selection is going to be based on
whoever is the most competent."

continued from page I
money to expend on student programs," she said.
Program Board Faculty Advisor
Ted Gehrke thinks that Bill Graham
concerts in the Rev Center will be
well attended by students.
"(Students] tend logo to his concerts," he said "I’m just real confident that I the center is) going to be a
good place and I think the students
will be real happy not to have to drive
the 160 miles to concert halls in the
North Bay Area t "
Student Union Director Ron Barrett said that concerts will he a major

UKIAH (AP) A high school
basketball player died from a drinking bout in which he and his teammates showed off by consuming
straight rum, according to his coach
Eugene M. Hoaglen, 16, was
found dead Saturday in a room at the
motel where his team was staying
after a Friday night tournament
game against St, Vincent’s High.
Hoaglen, of Covelo, a small town
about 50 miles north of Ukiah, played
on the Round Valley High School
team.
"It’s a thing you can’t believe
would ever happen," Round Valley
basketball coach Ron Kruse said Sunday. "The kids don’t want to believe
it, but alcohol can kill."
The players drank rum in their

Spartan Daily

continued from page I
catty active feminists, said Harvey,
and this may have made prospective
volunteers hesitant this semester.
Coordinator Marge Kintscher,
however, said she doesn’t see a problem with low volunteer turn -out.
"Proportionally, the number of
volunteers we have this semester is
low," she said. "But compared to last
year we have quite a lot of help."
The problem, Kintscher said, is
the budget, which, despite this year’s
more liberal student government,
has still been cut.
According to coordinator Tricia

Lor Fogel,
A.S. Personnel director
McGee said she plans to apply
to graduate school after graduation. Fogel said she ran for office
because she "didn’t like the way
the student government was being
handled by the previous administration."

Hoaglen didn’t appear at the
team meeting the next morning, and
it was then teammates discovered he
was no longer breathing.

-

For more information contact:
TSGT ROMERO
275 S 1st Street
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 275-9058
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continued from page 1
dance by people other than health science or biology majors to the stigma
of the disease. "I thinks lot of people
are interested in this," he said.
"But people are also afraid that
if they show interest by going to seminars like those during AIDS Awareness Week, people will think that
they’re gay "
According to Latta, there are
several AIDS education programs in
the works for next semester.
They including the one time publication and distribution of a type of
newsletter dedicated entirely to
AIDS.
There will be coordination with
SJSU instructors to develop a future
lecture series, a debate between opposing views, and the production of a
play yen ered arouid AIDS, he said.
AIDS Awareness Week, held November 18-22, was sponsored by the
Student llealth Services and consisted of lectures, video tapes and information tables.
The theme for the week was
"AIDS: an exploration of a medical
and psychosocial phenomenon."

WORK WITH THE BEST in space systems, weather, and other science related
fields. The Air Force is forging new frontiers in advanced technology. If you
have a degree with concentrations in Math, Physics, Computer Science or other
technical areas you may qualify to work with the best and receive all the outstanding advantages and opportunities the Air
Force offers.

Kruse said he called a meeting
for the next morning with the intention of informing the three players
they would be expelled.

: ; Atr,

Keen, the Women’s Center was allocated $4,375 this year, about half of
last year’s budget. Both the center
and Women’s Week budgets have
been combined this semester, said
Kintscher, leaving approximately
81.000 for running the center, an
amount that she said will "just about
pay for the phone bill."
Women’s Week is planned for the
middle of next semester.
"We do need a lot more support,"
said Penny Raper, Women’s Center
coordinator. "And particularly a lot
of help with the upcoming Woman’s
Week "

AIDS week
is only a
beginning

BE IN THE FOREFRONT OF TODAY’S TECHNOLOGY
AS AN AIR FORCE OFFICER

room arrl two of them later sneaked
out to get more liquor from a friend,
Kruse was told.
Kruse said Hoaglen was found
yelling outside of the motel room
around midnight. When his two roommates returned, all three players
were confined to the room.

f! GRACE
I LOVE YOU,
- SWAN

Serving the San Jose Stets
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-4110)

Women’s Center suffers
from funding shortage

Tom Booth is
probably going to be
the new director of
personnel.’

High school youth dies
after rum-drinking bout

revenue generator for the Rev (’en
ter. The money earned from holding
events is projected at 6474,000 for the
first year, he said. The money goes
into operating costs.
Barrett said that there have been
some discussions with Bill Graham
Presents’ representatives but nothing was decided.
"We haven’t seen any of the
plans yet," said Danny Scher of Bill
Graham Presents. "We like the idea
of it and we’d love the possibility of
being able to bring some of our shows
there. I have to see what kind of
shows we can bring in there"

Michael
McDonald
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Who says you can’t take it with you?
After four years of college, you’ve
got a lot of things. And one more could
be the American Express* Card.
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you’ve accepted a $10,000 careeroriented job, you could get the
American Express Card.
That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks.
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after you graduate.)
If it sounds like the Card
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get right now, you’re right.

But this is a way that American
Express can show that we believe in
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Music professor contends for CSU excellence award
By Gloria J. Debowsid
Daily staff writer
Charlene Archibeque, professor
of music and director of Choral Activities, is in contention for the the CaliforMa State University system’s Outstanding Professor award for 1984-85.
Archibeque is SJSU’s Outstanding Professor for 1994-85 and is one of
19 CSU campus winners.
In the spring, the CSU Chancellor’s office will select one professor
from the system for an overall Outstanding Professor award

President Gail Fullerton, who selected Archibeque, presented her
with a plaque at an award ceremony
in her honor last month
Archibeque, who has been teaching at SJSU for 16 years, said she is
delighted and honored at having been
chosen
"I work very hard. I think I was
chosen because of the effectiveness
of my teaching. I like the interaction
with talented, intelligent people who
are eager to learn," Archibeque said.
Fullerton said Archibeque is a

model of the university’s mission to
"encourage and facilitate the pedagogical excellence, scholarly research, creative achievements and
professional development of its
highly qualified faculty
Named in eight biographical listings, including the "World’s Who
Who of Women in Education" and the
"International Who’s Who in Music,"
Archibeque has given the SJSU choir
elevated status as well.
The choir is one of the oldest and
most distinguished performing orga-

nizations on the San Jose campus.
Fullerton said SJSU’s Choraliers
won the first gold medal ever
awarded at the 1980 International
Collegiate Choral Festival in Mexico
City.
Archibeque won first place in the
1973 International Choir Festival at
The Hague, Holland with the California Bay Area Choral.
She serves as the Choral Director
for the San Jose Symphony, and has
served on the staff of the Aspen
Music Festival and has conducted

Health center complex in Los Gatos trains students
By Denver Lewellen
Daily staff writer
The multi -disciplinary method of
caring for the elderly has been undertaken by SJSU at a complex in Los
Gatos
Last summer, the School of Applied Arts and Sciences received a
grant of approximately $75,000 from
the Valley Foundation, a health organization, to set up a training complex
which would incoporate several
health related disciplines.
"It’s a very exciting project,"
said Dave Chiraboga, professor of
gerontology at SJSU. "What we’re
trying to do is get students from several different health related disciplines to work together on a project."
The training complex consists of

’Hopefully we will be
able to use the model
that we are
developing in other
places, not only in
Santa Clara County
but throughout the
CSU system.’
Bobbye

Gorenberg,

nursing pruiessor
several training sites in the Los
Gatos area where SJSU students
complete their internship requirements by servicing the elderly.
"The care of the elderly must
come from a multi -disciplinary ap
proach," Chiraboga said. "An older
person may have a variety of problems; it may be a nutrition related
problem, he or she may have a dis
lease, or be suffering from social is()
lotion. A medical doctor may treat
their toenails while they’re really
starving to death. That doctor is not
really helping the patient.
"Multi -disciplinary coordination
is the message of the eighties," he
said. "That’s what the health complex is all about."
According to Bobbye Gorenberg.
professor of nursing and coordinator
of the training complex, there are
four disciplines of health professions
working together at the complex
gerontology, nutrition and food sci
ence, health science, and nursing.
Gorenberg said that the training
complex could ultimately be the
model for other schools to follow.
"We’re the first university in the
CSU system to have a multi-discipli-

OVERCOMERS
MEET TOMORROW
AT
7:30
CONSTANOAN
ROOM
INFO: 279-2133

nary set-up like this," she said.
"Hopefully we will be able to use the
model that we’re developing in other
places, not only in Santa Clara
County but throughout the CSU system."
Some of the main sites of the
health training complex are: Harlin
House, which provides a communelike setting for elderly women; the
Live Oak day care center for elderly
who cannot care for themselves;
Villa Vasona, a senior housing project, and the Live Oak nutrition center, which provides hot meals for seniors.
"The Live Oak nutrition center
provides one hot meal a day for the
elderly. This is a federally funded
program," Gorenberg said.
"The federal government believes that it is important that seniors
have one hot meal a day because nutrition is one of their basic prob-

lems," she said.
"The Live Oak day care center is
for the frail elderly who are being
cared for by their sons, daughters, or
whoever, in their home. When the
sons, daughters, or whoever need a
day off, they can take the person to
the day care center."
At Harlin House and Villa Vasons, health science and nursing students do health promotion and counseling.
"I’m very excited about this, not
only because we can help the elderly
in Los Gatos, but also because the
students involved are getting a better
education, and will be more up to
date and practical. They will already
know the real world," said Rose
Tseng, associate dean of the school of
Applied Arts and Sciences, and project director for the training complex.
"Our curriculum needs to be to

SPRING ’86

SORORITY RUSH
ORIENTATION

FEBRUARY 1,1986
11:30 a. m.
COSTANOAN ROOM
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 277-2191

cused on the demographic change of
society," Tseng said. "Students who
go through this program will really
be better, more effective professionals when they graduate. They won’t
be shocked when they see older people.
"With this program, students can
look at what they’ll be doing in the future,"

APO
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Charlene Archibeque
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Can you
afford to gamble
with the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE,or MCAT?
Probably not. Great grades
alone may not be enough to
impress the grad school of
your choice.
Scores play a part. And
that’s how Stanley H. Kaplan
can help.
The Kaplan course teaches
test-taking techniques, reviews
course suhjects, and increases
the odds that you’ll do the best
you can do.
So if you’ve been out of
school for a while and need a
refresher, or even if you’re fresh
out of college, do what over 1
million students have done
Take Kaplan. Why take
a chance with your
career’
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All proceeds go to benefit
"Hands Across America."
The evening is an event offashion. dance, and music from the Roaring
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follows the show.
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The world’s leading
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nine European concert tours.
Archibeque graduated from the
University of Michigan in 1957. She
got her master’s degree from San
Diego State University and her doctorate from the University of Colorado. Archibeque has studied violin,
piano and percussion as well as
voice.
Archibeque is also distinguished
in her teaching abilities, Fullerton
said "Her student evaluations show
her to be in the top five percent of fac
ulty being evaluated," she said.
Professor
Outstanding
The
Award Committee recommended
four professors for Fullerton’s consideration. Other nominees were
Dennis Wilcox, professor of journalism and mass communications,
John Baird, graduate programs director, school of business, and James
Freeman, professor of anthropology.
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Technicians correct lab glitches

MP

By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
It would be hard to determine
just what fiasco would take place in
the chemistry department without
them.
They are always around to fix
the most complex instruments,
sometimes with just a screwdriver,
other times with the most precision
meters made available to any electronic repairman.
"We have a creed amongst us
If we put our heads together to solve
a problem and we can’t solve it.
then it can’t be solved," said Ronn
La Coe, one of the four staff electronic technicians in the SJSU chemistry department.
La Coe, Dick Mercurio, Art
Earle, and Ray Berryessa maintain
over 82 million worth of instruments used by the chemistry department to test molecular structures of liquids, metals and gases.
"We can take every piece of
equipment apart to the microchip
component and repair them," Mercurio said.
Mercurio just finished redesigning an IBM mass spectrometer,
an instrument that measures the
molecular structure of gases.
"The system was overheating
on us, so we put a vent and some
fans on it and it’s been operating
fine since then," he said,
Mercurio said the structure
was so air-tight, that it didn’t allow
enough ventilation to keep a transformer in the unit cool enough.
Without the four staff technicians, it would cost the chemistry
department at least $200,000 in service contracts, said John Neptune,
chemistry department chairman.
Most companies charge at least
10 percent of product cost for service, he said.
"The technicians have to be
jacks-of-all trades. They have to
know electronics, optics and calibration of all instruments,- Neptune said.

"The vacuum system has to be
immaculate, any piece of dirt will
cause problems in a high pressure
system," he said.

Above, Art Earle adjusts a mass spectrometer down in
the basement facilities in Duncan Hall. Below, Dick Mercurio tunes an EPR system in Duncan Hall.

Gerald A. Setter, professor of
chemistry, discussed the value of
the support work done by the electrical technicians.

By John Ramos
Daily staff writer
Second -grader Kasey Kiyabu
pointed shyly, but proudly, at the
image of the little school boy’s jacket
painted on the big mural on the side
of Robert F. Kennedy Elementary
School in East San Jose
Kasey had helped paint the red
jacket as well as the green lawns depicted on two huge murals
Students from a special SJSU
class joined Kasey and over 750 elementary school students, teachers,
community organizers, and administrators last Friday afternoon in dedication of the finished mural and
some decorated trash cans that had
brought the community together
The dedication was the culmination of a project of RECLS 157, a class
in the recreation and leisure studies
department called the "Communities
Concepts Course".
The group project to organize the
painting of the mural involved six
SJSU students, sociology professor
Azmy Ibrahim, who was faculty advisor, Albert Balagso and field superviwir for the Si Se Puede project.
They joined with students, parents, teachers and administrators of
Robert F. Kennedy elementary
school last Nov. 16 to paint murals on
two walls of the northwest corner of
the school’s administrative offices.
There were awards presented to
the more than 100 students, parents
and teachers who participated in
painting the murals and there was a

Elaine Peponis,

"If we didn’t have them, we’d
have trouble keeping our instruments operating," he said.

First-grade teacher and
project coordinator
special accommodation award presented by the city to school officials
in acknowledgement of the project.
The project also included the
painting of six trash cans.
Money for the project came from
the city, county, private businesses,
and SJSU students.
"We decided to name the event
’Robert F. Kennedy School Appreciation Day’ to instill pride in the school
for the students," said Penny Johnson, a project member, who is a recreation and leisure studies major.
The group decided to design a
project that would make the school
more significant to those involved.
"The murals and decorated trash
cans have helped brighten up the
campus," Johnson said.
"I’ve been in RFK school for 16
years and nothing like this has happened here before," said Elaine Peponis, a first -grade teacher who
helped coordinate the project.
Having SJSU students developing a project such as RFK Appreciation Day is a great resource to the
community, Peponis said.
By creating the project, SJSU
students brought RFK school stu-

When the chemistry department buys a new instrument, one of
the technicians is sent for special
training, usually provided by the
manufacturer, and he shares his
knowledge with the others, Mercurio said.

"I maintain the equipment that
monitors cloud formations, atmospheric density and machines that
convert satellite signals into
weather maps on the screen, like
the ones on the T.V. news," Berryessa said.
Earle discussed procedures for
maintenance and repair records.
"We keep a work card for every
instrument, recording all routine
maintenance as well as trouble
shooting and special repairs," he
said.

Project instills pride

’I’ve been in RFK
school for 16 years
and nothing like this
has happened here
before.’

"They know how every instrument operates and they know how
to keep them running."

The preventive maintenance
the technicians do on equipment
keeps the instruments in shape for
use by 16 undergraduate study
classes, eight graduate student laboratory classes, 15 special equipment rooms and 16 auxiliary rooms.
Berryessa, one of the technicians, also does work for the meteorology department, maintaining
their equipment.

There is a manual for every
piece of equipment and some instruments require as many as five
components, Earle said.

Stu Stephenson - ally staf photographer
Earle was working on a vacuum system for the mass spectrometer, replacing some special tubing
and cleaning it of every particle.

c:Fsc-i-oc
,
Wall Murals

Jay Adams was doing an experiment on an oscilloscope, an instrument that measures electric flow
through a conductor.
The system requires complex
wiring, tubing, and a special laser
system that generates massive
doses of energy.
"We need the oscilloscope I"
run this experiment. If it breaks
down we lose valuable time if we
don’t get it fixed fast," Adams said.
"As instruments get more complicated the maintenance equipment
does too, and we have to keep the
technicians supplied with the latest
equipment to aid them in finding
the problem," Setter said.

dents, teachers and parents together
to develop something that will improve the children’s pride and selfimage of themselves and their
school. Peponis said.
"They have left a stamp on the
school that will never go away," she
said
"Just by the fact that the mural
has made the school more attractive,
children are beginning to take pride
in having been a part of the project."
said Lynn Hopkins, RFK school principal.
When children feel they are a
part of the school, it reflects in their
schoolroom attitude, Hopkins said.
" Children find it easy to say that
they don’t like school. By making
school a nice place lobe it makes it a
popular institution," she said.
The children who worked on the
project like to pose in front of the
mural for pictures and point out the
parts of the murals they helped paint,
Hopkins said.
The two murals represent two
scenes, an outdoor and an indoor
scene. The outdoor scene shows children at play and the indoor scene
shows children studying.
"The most important part of this
project is that it is a joint effort of the
whole community It brings together
a joint process that seems to be a success," said Bill Guraro council assistant to Iola Williams, San Jose City
councilwoman.
"We feel that this type of project
develops a reverse process in which
the children cart y school pride home
to the parents and ask them to become involved in school programs,"
said Guraro, who was at the dedication to present awards from the city.
The city has a Community Development Block Grant Program that
supports projects like Si Se Puede,
which address problems not being
solved by mainstream programs. Guraro said.
San Jose City, Santa Clara
County , Franklin-McKinley School
District, and SJSU were all involved
in the project through Si Se Puede, a
part of Santa Clara County Office of
Education.
Si Sc Puede started as a program
which involved students and professors from the SJSU school of social
work, combined with community organizers, teachers, administrators
and students from elementary, middle and high schools with high crime
rates, said Albert Balagso, Si Sc
Puede field supervisor.
Now the program is open to all
SJSU disciplines and this semester
there were over 20 SJSU students involved in 22 projects in elementary,
middle, and high school locations
around the university.
Project topics for this semester
were child safety, playground development, fingerprint training, a community fair, getting acquainted, a
day at the ranch, pride week, awards
banquet, suicide and rape prevention
workshops, school beautification,
and t -shirt printing.
The project taught the university
students the process involved in community organizing, said Azmy Ibrahim, faculty advisor on the RFK project.

Emotions Anonymous offers help to troubled people
By Michelle King
problems. The steps emphasize reliance on a "higher
power" to get them through their problems.
Daily staff writer
You’ve probably heard of Alcoholics Anonymous
Sharon, who requested her real name not be used in
(AA) and Overeaters Anonymous (OA), but what about keeping with the anonymity principle. joined EA three
(EA)?
Emotions Anonymous
years ago. She graduated from SJSU in 1984 with a degree
This national group, which has been in the Bay Area in human performance.
for six or seven years, is a support group for people who
"I had a mental breakdown, and I was locked up and
are having of emotional conflicts and need to talk to some- handcuffed at Valley Medical," She said. "I was labeled a
one. These conflicts include frustrating family relations, paranoid schizophrenic." Three months later, someone
divorce, identity crises and other personal conflicts.
her about EA, and she joined.
Members range from ages 18-65, and daily meetings
Sharon wasn’t a typical case, though. Most EA memare held throughout the Bay Area, with two in the San bers don’t have problems that severe. They’re funcJose area.
tioning normally in the community, but they have some
EA members can talk about their frustrations and emotional problems they need to cope with.
others
who
are
going
through
hard
provide support for
"I’ve regained 120 percent of my sanity and peace of
times. The guideline for the program is the same I2-step mind," Sharon said
formula that AA uses, adapted for the group’s particular
"The love you get at these meetings is what really
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heals you. I’ve overcome most of my fears."
by about 10 people weekly. Very few of the people who at"You learn to assume responsibility for your own be- tend these meetings are students from SJSU. Firnhaber
havior and actions," Sharon said. "I’ve decided to live said, but it’s good for students to know they’re available.
differently to make myself happy. Happiness doesn’t
"My initial reaction to the EA program is positive,
come from outside forces, it comes from within you."
and it’s probably very necessary for some people," Firn"Most people become ill because they don’t voice
haber said. Al’s an organization that gives support to
what’s in their head," she said. "By coming here and talkpeople who feel emotionally fragmented."
ing to people who care, you’re able to bring order to the
"It’s based on the same principles as AA," he said.
disorder in your head."
"And AA’s track record as far as helping people goes has
An average of 30 people attend each meeting, and
been great."
some members continue going to meetings for years.
EA will for the first time have a "Christmas Hotline,"
There’s a possibility that the SJSU Campus Christian
so that people having emotional trouble through the holiCenter will offer meeting space for EA next semester,
days can call to talk with someone or schedule a meeting.
said Reverend Norb Firnhaber, campus Luthern pastor.
For schedules of the nine EA meetings held weekly in
The campus ministry currently offers space to programs such as Narcotics Anonymous (NA/ and Al -Anon, the Bay Area. call the EA Inter-group in San Jose at 263a support group for families of alcoholics that’s attended 5185. For more information. call Sharon at 238-7323.
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Heat waves, bishops: Christmas around the world
It Christine 1,rankendal
Entertainer Editor
Guido Rieldijk has already received his Christmas gifts Risto Moilanen is looking forward to a white
Christmas when he goes home, while
Wendy Couch is used to a heat wave
on Christmas day. Christina I.iu does
not celebrate Christmas all.
They all live in the SJSU International Center at 360 S 11th Street, together with 72 other students representing 26 different countries.
For Rietdijk, an international
business senior, Dec. 5 is an important Christmas date. His family from
the Netherlands sent him gifts wrapped in paper showing a bishop and
black servants in Medieval clothing.
With each gift comes a teasing lyric
poem
"About six, seven hundred years
ago, there was an old bishop, ’Sinterklaas; in Amsterdam whose birthday was on Dec. 6," Rietdik said. "On
the fifth at night he gave the kids
gifts. When he died, the parents told
the kids that he had gone to Spain, but
every year he would come back in a
big ship two weeks before his birthday."
Therefore, all the children in the
Netherlands today put their wooden
shoes in front of the chimney two
weeks before Dec. 5. They sing a song
at night, and if they sing good and behave well, Sinterklaas’ servants,
"Swarte Pietens," will put candy in
them. If they have been bad boys and
girls, they will receive a note instead,
Rietdijk said.
On Christmas Day, people in the
Netherlands stay home and relatives
come over and they "eat, drink and
talk," he said.
In Finland, too, Christmas is a
time to slow down and be with one’s
close family.
"It’s not as commercialized as
here," said Moilanen, an international business sophomore. "There’s
more feeling, not just presents and
the next day it’s over. We have trees,
Santa Claus, all that stuff is the
same, but it’s more religious."
Christmas begins on Dec. 24
when the Finns take their trees indoors and decorate them, he said.
For the next couple days, people stay
at home and spend time with their
immediate family and relatives. The
season is not over until the third Sunday in January, when the decorations
are taken down.
While Moilanen can count on
snow and darkness during the holidays, the sun is shining in Australia.
"It’s summer," said Couch, a
graduate student in music. "We’re

Patrick Fredrickson - Daily chief photographer

International Center residents enjoy the Christmas spirit
Whether they have beaches or
usually in the middle of a heat wave
and on Christmas Day it’s over 125 not, there are countries where people
do not observe Christmas at all.
degrees Fahrenheit."
"My family is Christian and celeIn spite of this, the traditional
brate Christmas," said John Mukhot, heavy Christmas fare is served.
"It doesn’t go with the climate," har, a graduate student in civil engishe said. "But I’m from Melbourne neering from Jordan. "But the main
where it’s very traditional and con- religion is Islam so people don’t celeservative. They stick to traditions brate Christmas because of religious
and try to pretend it’s not hot. They reasons."
spray the windows with fake snow,
Liu, a graduate student in comhave Christmas trees and Santa puter science, said since most people
Clauses. I always felt sorry for them in Taiwan are Buddhist there are not
many Christmas festivities. The
in their hot costumes."
However, in Sydney they have Chinese New Year is the big event.
barbecues and Christmas parties on
"It’s on Jan. 1 of the lunar calthe beach.
endar." she said. "The date varies

cvery year, between Jan. 15 and Feb
IS. We eat a lot of special food, different kinds of sweets. We visit friends
and relatives and the youngsters receive money in red envelopes. Red is
the Chinese lucky color," she said.
In Japan there is a different kind
of celebration. Even though most
people are Buddhist and do not acknowledge the birth of Christ, they
still take the opportunity to celebrate.
"There is no religious meaning to
it. It’s like the Halloween celebration
over here," said Masahiko Jindo, a
student in the Studies in American
Language ( SAL ) program.
"It’s a commercial holiday,’’
said Hisako Toni, a graduate student
in linguistics. "The kids wanted it because they like getting presents. The
malls take advantage of it and the bakeries sell special Christmas cakes to
make more money."
In Switzerland, the gifts are
opened around 11 p.m. on Christmas
Eve, said Sandrine Tauxe, another
SAL student.
"Santa Claus comes down
through the chimney and puts the
gifts under the tree," she said. "But
we start with a big dinner; Beef
Bourgignon, red wine and ’Buche de
Noel’ (a sweet -roll of cake crumbs
and mocha creme), our Christmas
dessert."
At midnight, after the gifts have

.reat=tJfIearwrJearzlir.,-11,-14

TRY SOMETHING
DIFFERENT . . .

ORI-Aird
The ONLY Indonesian Restaurant
and grocery store including
Dutch products in the South Bay
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
5479550.1. AVE
SAN JOSE .
14051579 PM

1350 GRAND ROAD
MOUNTAIN VOW
14151467 9417
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"The next day we eat ’Charbonnade’ (grilled food from the fireplace) and ski all day."
As far as holiday food goes, "we
eat anything that goes with vodka,"
laughed Paul Belasky, a graduate
student in geology, from the Soviet
Union.
Belasky, who became a U.S. citizen 11 years ago, said the Russian Orthodox Church uses a calendar that is
13 days behind the new one Therefore, Christmas falls on the seventh
of January. People usually do not go
to church, but on Christmas day it is
"standing room only," he said.

The same applies to the International Center. Even though the students decorated a Christmas tree and
held a party with a gift exchange last
Saturday, the meaning of the holiday
will be interpreted in many ways and
bring different memories to the 76
residents.

People do have Christmas trees
and the "bigger the better," Belasky
added. However, the New year’s festivities have replaced Christmas as
the main event. That is when the Soviet Santa Claus, "Grandpa Frost,"

CLARITY
STYLE
WISDOM
Show

fL=.11=Jf ..._71=4,jemrei..7.._erm.Jr=21=71

bring,s presents tu the children
"I remember how he came to my
kindergarten," Belasky said "He
was juggling with an orange.
Oranges are very uncommon in Leningrad in the winter, and I was very
impressed But he had been juggling
with only one orange He probably
couldn’t afford more of them."
Christmas celebrations in the Soviet Union might be different from
those in the United States, but in Canada it is the same as here, said Brian
Drugge, an industrial design freshman. He added that some of the new
immigrants, mainly from Europe,
bring their holiday traditions with
them and celebrate Christmas time
in the fashion they are used to.

been opened, the ’louse taini13, goes
to church to sing Christmas songs.
Afterwards, the young people have
snowball fights, Tauxe said

them
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Musical Motif Scarfs
Enjoy the warmth of music during
these chilly days and nights by
wearing one of these soft warm
scarfs Each scarf features an
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combo design
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Gymnasts host tournament, place third
Heery takes ninth place in all-around
By Anne spandau
the highest with 99.20 points for a
ninth-place finish in the all-around
Daily staff wilier
By their own standards, SJSU’s competition. Stanford’s Jon Louis
men’s gymnastics team had a suc- won the all-around competition with
a score of 108.30.
cessful weekend.
In the 24th annual Spartan Shops
Chew said now it is time for the
gymnastics
tournament,
SJSU Spartans to move back to the basics.
placed third with 244.75 points in the
"It’s back to the drawing hoard,"
team competition.
Stanford finished first with 266.50
points and Cal finished second
(260.80).
Junior Steve Nalian summed up
the reaction of the team to the finish.
"That’s our highest score for a
first meet in at least two years," he
said.
Sophomore Tom Elardo said it is
a good sign for the team.
"We started off good," he said
"Usually we start off (the season )
Tom Elardo,
poor and everybody’s not well, but toSJSU gymnast
night was a good night for us."
Freshman Brian Heery added
that SJSU started off the night by he said. "Regardless of the score, the
meet is reality and we saw what we
doing something unusual.
looked like and what needed working
"On the pommel horse it was the
on.
first time that we’ve all hit it right,"
Chew said the team needed to
he said. "It was incredible."
Spartan coach Rich Chew said work on the basic moves.
the team is running ahead of sched"They’re all out there doing the
ule this year.
big moves, like the double somer"This is the best we’ve done for saults on the rings, but they’re missthis meet," Chew said. "The team ing basic stuff like the handstands,"
he said.
felt good about their performances."
For the Spartans, Heery finished
A big factor in the meet, accord-

’We started off good.
Usually we start off
(the season) poor
and everybody’s not
well, but tonight was
a good night for us.’

Wester sets
three SJSU
records

ing in Chew, was fatigue. Athletes
competing for the all-around title
participated in 18 events in 24 hours
Chew said that not only was
Heery battling fatigue, but he was
also suffering from a head cold.
"I was surprised he made it
through the weekend," he said. "I
was concerned because he was sick.
Eighteen events is a lot to compete in
during that short time period."
Chew cited another factor in Heery’s case as well as Elardo’s. who
had an 8.85 in the floor exercise the
first night and an 8.20 the next night.
"They are both young, and in
Tom’s case, not as experienced,"
Chew said. "Tom and I talked about
the event before and knew he had to
give it everything to get a trophy, but
he just didn’t do it.
Chew said there weren’t any real
surprises for the Spartans except
that they did better than they expected.
"It was very encouraging to see
our team be so consistent," he said.
"I hate to say it, but I was expecting
more misses. It was nice we did so
well."
Chew said the Spartan Shops
tournament is a popular meet for
gymnasts, as shown by the high turnout. More than 40 gymnasts competed.
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Angie Wester qualified for the
NCAA championships in the 200
meter butterfly with a time of 2:01.2
That time was four-tenths of a
second off the school record she set
nine months ago at the last NCAA
championships.
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Wester did set school records in
the 1,000-freestyle (10:19.68), the
1,650-free (17:01.63) and the 400-individual medley (4:36.57).
The other two school records set
at the meet were the 400- and 800-free
relays. Wester, Diana Garzon, Cindy.
Roppel and Colleen Brennan swam
both relays.
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Besides the school relay records.
Garzon set personal records in the
200-IM (2:15.84), the 200-butterfly
(2:08.56), the 400-IM (4:40.80), the
200- breaststroke (2:31.16) and the
100-free (54.62). Her 200-fly time is
third best in SJSU history.
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Since this was an invitational
meet, no team placings were available. However, coach Jack Mutimer
was pleased with the performance of
his team.
"The girls as a group did very
well," he said. "Wester really stood
out individually."
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Hoops on air
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For the first time since the 1882
83 season, SJSU men’s basketball
games will be carried by an off-cam,
pus radio station, it was announced
yesterday.
Station KHTT (1500-AM) will
broadcast all remaining regular-season games, beginning with tomorrow
night’s 7:30 contest at the University
of San Francisco.
Since the station also carries
Santa Clara University games, some
of the Spartans contests will be tape
delayed due to schedule conflicts.
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Five school records were set by
SJSU swimmers last weekend at the
Winter Invitational meet in Los Angeles.
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SJSU sophomore Youval Moyal performs during last weekend’s Spartan Shops meet
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SJSU to take it slow against Tigers

Former
coach dies
at age 74
By Scott Van Camp
Deily stiff writer
Former SJSU track coach
Lloyd "Bud" Winter, who died
Friday of a heart attack at age 74.
has a prominent place in SJSU
track history and athletic history
in general
Winter, who was scheduled to
be inducted into the National
Track and Field Hall of Fame in
Houston Saturday night, coached
at SJSU from 1940 to 1970.
During his tenure, the Spartans were in the top ten 14 times at
the NCAA championships. Winter’s athletes set 24 world records
and had 18 individual titles.
While Winter was coaching at
SJSU, the Spartan track program
became a mecca for top sprinters.
In the late 19605, Winter
coached John Carlos, Tommie
Smith, Lee Evans and Ronnie Ray
Smith, who became symbols of the
black power movement in the 1968
Summer Olympics.
Other Olympians coached by
Winter at SJSU included Ray Norton, who competed in the Rome
Olympics in 1960, and Lloyd
Murad, who was a running back
for the 49ers after participating in
the 1960 and 1964 Games.
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Bud Winter
.SJSU coaching legend

By Scott an tamp
Deily staff writer
In its 7:30 game at Pacific tonight, the SJSU women’s basketball
team will sport a new look. No longer
will the Spartans be the running team
they were when they opened with
three straight losses
Coach Sharon Chatman said the
1-4 team will slow the tempo down
against the Tigers, sail did in a weekend tournament in San Diego.
"Pacific likes to run, but we’re
going to try to slow it down. We have
to find a key to win, and we think this
will help," she said.
Chatman said that slowing the
pace will help the team when it does
go to the fast break, and won’t hurt

Winter himself was no
stranger to Olympic competition,
serving as head track coach in the
1960 Games and as an assistant in
subsequent competitions.

Completely Confidential
Pregnancy Termination
1st & Mid Trimester
(Your Choice Sleep
or Awake)
Family Planning

Funeral services for Winter
will be held today at 7:30 p.m. at
St. Christopher Church in San
Jose.

Water Cooled Specials
1 5 % Student Discount
on all remanufactured
engines in stock

San Jose 255-2773
5150 Graves Ave., Suite B
Fremont (415) 790-3334

DATSUN/TOYOTA/HONDA/VOLKSWAGEN
V.W. Bug Engines
$495.00 with FREE
Clutch Disc
Installation
Special $99.00

loss
SJSU was nine of 36 25 percent)
from the field in the first half, while
New Orleans shot 52 percent to jump
out to a 12-point halftime lead.
In the second half, the Spartans
didn’t fare much better, shooting 30
percent from the floor, while their opponents blistered the nets with 57 percent shooting
Taja Winston, an all -tournament
selection, led the team with 15 points
and 10 rebounds.

Free Pregnancy
Testing
& Counseling

49\

Winter retired at age 59 in
1970, saying, "I decided to retire
because I wanted to quit on top
and do it early enough to do the
things I wanted."
In 1981, Winter wrote a book
detailing his coaching techniques.
called "Relax and Win." SJSU’s
track field at South Campus is
named in his honor.

the style of quick point guard Dana
Foster.
"Dana will still run in certain situations, and we still run a lot of specials to her,’ ’ Chatman said
The Spartans, participating in
the San Diego State tournament last
weekend, lost to the University of
New Orleans on Friday. 69-50, but
came back Saturday to beat Jackson
State, 75-72, thanks in part to the new
strategy.
"Both teams (New Orleans and
Jackson State) wanted to run," Chat man said. "But slowing it down
helped our game."
What the coach didn’t count on
was their poor field -goal shooting
against New Orleans in the Friday

Oakland
(41 5)652-6503

0

SJSL turned it around Saturday,
shooting 46 percent from the floor
and 15 of 22 from the free throw line
against Jackson State
The Spartans had five players in
double figures in the win, led by
Winston with a game -high 18 points
and 11 rebounds.
At the center position, an area of
concern for Chatman in the first four
games, Kim Inman scored 14 points
in 18 minutes of play.
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Get off my knee,
kid, ya bother me
And if you can’t give me that much, Santa, at least
help hasten the day when the Spartans will be able to
play in a basketball building, instead of a converted
theater with chandeliers hanging from the ceiling
Also, Santa, I’d like to ask for a special favor for
the women’s volleyball team.
Help them to be successful as they continue their
battle in the NCAA tournament, especially when they
face teams that are ranked higher than them.
Let the SJSU football team find the defense that
was missing in action this year.

’ea of
Four
mints

Rob
Gibbany
so, LITTLE

BOY, what do you want for
Christmas?"
When I was a young tyke. I used to ask
Santa for the typical things a GI Joe Action Set or a
new horn for my bike.
Now, I’m grown up ( at least according to my
driver’s license lam), and when I sit on the lap of the
big S.C. and give him my wish list. I have some
different wishes (and I also make him very
uncomfortable when I plop my 185-pound frame onto
his lap).
This year I have some very easy requests, such as
world peace, prosperity and an end to the nuclear
arms race. I also have some very difficult wishes,
including an SJSU football team that will fill Spartan
Stadium next year.
Some other sporting wishes:
Please help the Spartans men’s basketball team
to finish second in the PCAA this year with a 15-2
conference record and then beat rebellious Nevada.
Las Vegas in the finals of the conference tournament
on a last -second slam by Reggie "Rambo" Owens.
Then let the yellow -and-blue clad Spartans rattle
the cage of the NCAA tournament by winning two or
three games before bowing out in a three-point loss to
heavily -favored Duke.

HEAD COACH Claude Gilbert searches for a
ASreplacement for defensive coordinator John
Godden, who was fired Thursday. help him to
Find someone who can bring back the fire and spirit
( and ability ) that characterized the Spartan defenses
of past years.
I’d also like to ask for some professional sporting
favors.
First. Santa, would you please help the 49ers in
their battle against the forces of evil and against
something even more hideous the L.A. Rams.
After all, have a heart. Think of all the people who
bet on the Niners to repeat as Super Bowl champions.
Think of what chumps they’ll look like if the Niners
get beaten up and out by the John Robinson-led Rams
( John Robinson: wasn’t he the captain of the Jupiter II
in TV’s "Lost in Space?" What would Dr. Smith say?)
That’s it Santa. I know task for a lot, but I’m a
spoiled little brat so you better give it to me.
Or else next Christmas, I’ll bring my 325-pound
Friend, a refrigerator from Chicago, to sit on your lap
and tell you what he wants for Christmas.
I can tell you one thing he’d ask for: a chance to
beat the stuffing out of the 49ers, the two-time
defending Super Bowl champions who had beaten the
Bears in the NFC championship game two years in a

Use it to alter your grades.
You gist got a C+ in Itist lIar Itn
in CommurrirAtion.,
Law ’1(81 11151 got an F+ in .4dmireeditimi.s
An F+? lioy you could use some help.
From a Macintosh’ personal computer.
A Macintodi can help you with your 110111e work. Help you viith mur term papers. Help you
with our research pmiects. And help you
organize Min- study time and think more clearly
/1 ./jet You just got a

And at last count, MaciiitiNli could run
of software programs to help ,oti
with ever)thing fun linguistics to law.
Physics to philosoph ledicine to Medieval
history
The point being. when ou bring a
Nlacinmh home \Oh you. there’s 3
good chance ttttt II be bringing
sotnethilw e1,4 Better grit,.
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Rob Gibbany is following in the giant footsteps of
sports editor Scott Vigallon and will be writing
columns just like this next semester. When he was
growing up, he never got anew horn for his bike
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 8r, Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
131
E. JACKSON ST.
294-3303 or 998-9427

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St.
Between 3rd as 4th

;PI

Wrap Your Friends
In The Warmth of Sierra Designs
Stocking
Stuffers

I teadhands
I:milliPt k
Tilsit, Map,
Ski Was
Socks
Liner Socks
Croakies
Sunglass Leashes
Nalgcne Container.
Fkindanas
Acme Thundering Wheal,
Lip Ralm
Folding Swots

Gifts

Under $15.

Hats
Some Swiss Army Knives
Scarves
Gloves
Mittens
Fanny Packs
Belts
Polydomes
Down Filled Undeniarnients
Polypropelene
Thermal Underwear
Ski Poles

Gifts

Under

INVEST IN
YOUR
FUTURE

30

Shirts
Sweater,,
Day Packs
Sunglasses
Acorn Slipper Socks
Turtlenecks
Fleece Sweats
Booties

* Sweaters 20-50% off
* Horizontal Taslan
Goosedown Vest
,ix.,,Avihic $59.50
* Mother Karen Skiwear
30-50% off
* Quality X-Country
Ski Packages
horn $129.95

COME SEE THE APPLE MACINTOSH TM
DEMONSTRATED BY APPLEfi REPS. WITH SOFTWARE
USED BY HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS
AROUND THE WORLD!

MACINTOSH DEMO DAY
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10TH
10:00 ant - 2:00 pin
STUDENT UNION MAIN LEVEL
512K Macintosh,
External Disk Drive,
Imagewriter II Printer
$2,195 cash or $101/Month*
512K Macintosh,

512K Macintosh
$1695 cash or $78/Month*
512K Upgrade Kit
$369 cash or $20/Month*

NEW LOWER
PRICES

Imagewriter II Printer
$1895 cash or $87/month*

No down payment necessary. Offer Valid Until December 31, 1985
See Spartan Bookstore Computer / Electronics Department For Details
408/277-3043

S PAIR:FAN
I ?)0.0KS’Ii(1.1;.
SHOPS S INC.

Aallto

SPARTAN

Service ics our Major
SIERRA DESIGNS

PALO ALTO 217 Alma Street 325-3231
SAN JOSE 840 Town & Country Village 249-4890

Open Monday - Thursday 7:15am to 7pm, Friday 7:15am to 5pm. tiaturdat 10am to ipm
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Facilities analyst works with city transit mall group
By Laura Cronin
Daily staff Wfliql
As part of the community, SJSU
is interested in anything that improves the services, beauty or liveliness of the downtown area, Facilities
Analyst Peggy Asuncion said.
Asuncion is the SJSU liaison to
the Transit Mall Construction Committee, This committee is an ongoing
effort by the San Jose Department of
Public Works to inform the downtown
merchants and community about the
downtown transit mall phases of construction
The meetings provide an opportunity for those affected by the disruption to voice their concerns and
suggestions as well as to receive an
update on the status of the project
Project Manager J. Michael Sartor, from the city of San Jose, as well
as David Weiss, the contractor in
charge of the project, keep close
track of the work underway, completion stages, and contract compliance
at these 7:30 a.m. gatherings. The
meetings are designed to alleviate
problems for businesses in this expanded renewal project.
A free Santa Clara County transit

’We are appreciative of anything extended to us, but it has to be extended out to residential areas to bring people in.’
Herb Goldblum, Congress of California Seniors
bus service was initiated for persons
who ride in the corridor between San
Carlos to Highway tot and Guadalupe Parkway -east to Fifth Street. A
student coming into the downtown
area from outside the corridor could
ride home at half the price, if he
boarded the bus home in the corridor.
This service encourages downtown shopping during the lunch
break, Santa Clara County Transit
representative Barrow Emerson
said. The bus service will be in effect
for the remainder of the construction
period ( two years), he said. Permanence of this service will depend on
the impact the service has on
ridership.

The Transit Mall will enhance
services for SJSU commuters who
live throughout the valley,Asuncion
said.
However, some disenchantment
with the proposed bus service was
mentioned at the meeting. Ernest
Glove, the president of the Small
Business Association said that there
are not many residents in the corridor. Therefore, all the bus service
will do is move the people who are already downtown, around. It won’t
bring more shoppers in, he said The

Sartor said that the intention is to
keep the downtown access relatively
free. This is not just a public works or
Transit Mall project priority; it’s a
citywide priority to free -up access to

TRINITY PARISH

SJSU is a commuter school and
its students, faculty and staff continue to be users of public transportation.

chair position on the AS. Financial
Aid committee. He said that he wil,
responsible for bringing the need fin
a financial committee to the A.S.

downtown.
Another access suggestion from
business representatives was to keep
an officer in the area of Santa Clara
and San Fernando streets as part of
the ongoing street patrol. This would
eliminate any developing problems
between construction workers and
delivery drivers as well as promote
traffic control. A patrol would help
keep traffic from jamming up at the
intersections, Glave said.
Traffic is an enormous problem,
Goldblum said. A pedestrian has to
run to cross Post and Market streets,
said M Barber owner of Carole’s
Hallmark.
The Transit Mall Construction
Liaison Committee allows a forum
for these concerns outside the formal
structure of the city council or the
hoard of supervisors

101

Residence hall chairman
appointed to fill slot on
A.S. budget committee
By Eugene A. Castillo
Daily staff writer
Inter-Residence Hall Association
Chairman Timothy Smalls was appointed to the Associated Students
Budget Committee at last Wednesday’s A.S. Board of Directors meeting.
Smalls, a radio-television and
journalism major, was recommended to the board by A.S. Director
of Personnel Lor Fogel. Fogel was
the chairperson for the personnel selection committee who interviewed
potential candidates for the budget
committee.
The A.S. budget committee is responsible for allocating student -generated funds to student groups and
activities on campus.
One of Smalls’ main goals as a
member of the budget committee is
to tighten up the
amount given to
groups who represent similar
Interests,
he
said.
"I see too
many
groups
that could combine their activities into one allocation request
and don’t," he
said. "I will
take a good look
the
how
at
school will be
affected by the
money."
Groups that
are asking for
money will be
on
evaluated
the number of
students to be
affected by the
allocation and
how the group
has used the
money in the
Smalls
past.
said.
"I will scrutinize everyone
Timothy
for
Smalls, asking
he
money,"
A.S. Budget said. "Nobody
Committee gets a rubber
member stamp with me
on the committee." An example of a group that he
plans to review is KSJS.
"I have serious concerns about
the format of KSJS," Smalls said.
"How can they represent 26,000 students with their present format?
What is ’rhythm wave’?"
Smalls said that KSJS needs to
have a format that is more diverse.
"You have a lot of ethnic groups
that don’t listen to KSJS, but still pay
font." he said.
"I’m willing to wager my financial aid check that a survey of the
whole school would want an expanded format," Smalls said.
Smalls has served as vice president for the College of Alameda and
councilperson at Laney College in
Oakland. Last year he was on the
State Governing Body of Directors
for the California Student Association
of Community Colleges.
Smalls will also be seeking the

new service will run from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
And Herb Goldblum, a member
of the board of the Congress of California Seniors said he wants to extend the bus service south past San
Carlos where the poor people live.
"To the people who live and
really use the downtown area they
want to say stay away, they can’t
come anymore."Goldblum said.
If these people could come into
the area without paying additional
money, they would come, Goldblum

said.
"The gesture is great, but it
won’t accomplish what you think it
will," Glove said "We are appreciative of anything extended to us, but it
has to be extended out to residential
areas to bring people in."
Besides the new bus service,
above ground construction activity
on the Transit Mall, between St. John
and San Fernando streets, will be
stopped between Thanksgiving and
Jan 6. The construction has ceased to
encourage shopping downtown and to
fulfill the contract between the city
and Weisscal, the contractor.

---NWs
Jan. 7-16

$1.50 Per Class
15 person minimum
Days
Time
T, Th
5:30-6:30pm

For more info. call 277-2858

Su:nlot, Scrim
8:00 a.m. Traditional tachar
followed by breakfast
9:00 a.m. Contemporary Eliehdrist.
Sunday School. Adult Ida, 01111/1
10:.30 a.m. Choral Eucharist:
t.

Location
SPX 89

Th. Episcopal Portsh within

Funded by Associated Students

Jiking dOglunte of

Si Nooll Second Street at East St. John

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.

’I will
scrutinze
everyone
asking for
money.
Nobody
gets a
rubber
stamp
with me.’

Site selected
for ski resort
The
PORTERVILLE Al’ t
proposed Peppermint ski resort in
Sequoia National Forest would ac
commodate up to 10,S.00 people,
according to an environmental impact report released yesterday
Forest Supervisor Jim Crates
said he has selected a plan that would
develop the area in Tulare County, SO
miles east of Porterville. in two or
three phases over 15 years at an estimated cost of $70 million.

And of course, she wouldn’t have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet’s
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you’re on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you’ll save 60% off AT&T’s Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you’ll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you’re asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T’s 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart’s desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone:

AT&T

The right choice.
r 198.5 AT&T COMmusiKations

Midweek Eucharists:
Monday, Wedfr.day,
Friday 12J

3-7953
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Spartaguide
To include your information in
Spertaguide, visit the Daily office in
Room 208. second floor of Dwight Ben.
tel Hall.
The student Health Service will
hold its last CPR classes for the year
from I to 5 p.m., Dec. 12 in the Health
Building, Room 208. Sign-ups are in
HB 121. There is a $15 fee. For further
information, contact Oscar Battle at
277-3622.

63

The Sierra Club will hold a potluck dinner at 7 p.m. today. Directions can be picked up at the Student
Union Information Desk. For further

Dry Toast

information, contact Debbie at 5597734.

Peter Stein

The Executive Council of Business students will have an election
open to business students at 2 p.m.
today in the A.S. Council Chambers
in the Student Union. For further information, contact Lisa Johnson at
292-5471.

The Campus Crusade for Christ
will hold its weekly meeting at 7:15
p.m. today in the Student Union
Council Chambers.
A chemistry seminar featuring
Edward Johnson will be held at 1:30
p.m. today in Duncan Hall, Room 505.
"Synthesis of short chain stationary
supports for reverse phase H.P.L.C."
will be the topic of discussion. For
further information, contact Irena
Fairman at 277-2386.

Ptc you CAN 51: -it’"
LtiNo9e.
96fs t s
01,) roski meat
t.
*I 1145 460,

The Hillel Jewish Student Association will hold a Shabbot Chanukah
dinner and party at 7 p.m. Dec. 13 at
the Jewish Community Center, 14855
Oka Road, Los Gatos. For further information, call the Hillel Office at
294-8311.

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World
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Campus

Sports

ty’s colors. This year’s Homecoming
theme was "Go with the Gold." Gold
and white were the official colors of
SJSU from 1960 to 1969. Now the official colors are gold, blue and white.

Stanford University officials had
319 donors for the blood drive last
week at SJSU. The blood will be used
at Stanford University Medical Center and the Children’s Hospital at
Stanford.

The Spartan volleyball team had
a three-game sweep Thursday in first
round NCAA action. The Spartans
will play Friday in the regionals at
University of the Pacific’s Spanos
Center against Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo, the winner of Saturday’s
match against UC Santa Barbara.

"The Women of SJSU" calendar
will be on sale in the Spartan
Bookstore, "sometime during the
middle of finals week - definitely by
Dec. 17," said Ted Pearson, who is in
charge of calander production.

After searching Associated Students constitional documents, Robert
.tartin, SJSU vice president of acalemic affairs, discovered that the
.olor blue is also one of the universi-

Anti,

% acagia1/4’.

Changed your mind about
joining the circus yet Jimmy?

Professor Facewell’s wife plays
another practical joke on him.

SJSU football defensive coordinator John Godden has been fired,
according to a Dec. 5 announcement

Classified
Rents become magnificent. Al,,
clan Violet. ’pop with blooms
’C.O..’
become
’Galloping
Chucks Foie., feeding incredible

ANNOUNCEMENTS
TREATMENT PRO
CHILD ABUSE
GRAM Enhence personal end pro
lesmional growth as volunte5r in
tern en
program

results ’Indoor
end
outdoor
plantsl Spectacular maregolds.
potions... Ferns & Etc. will not

world

renowned local
support
Counseleng.

services admen date Proce...g
lured rasing
public eweraness
etc B. & mono lingual ell majors
grad & undergred Experience horn

drop leaves of foliar fed Imisledl
Better than 6.1 in transplanting
Also ’plant reincarnation’ powers.
You can’t ’over do’ with VF 11
end you can’t burn your plants.

clerical to post grad. Oho to exit
yen WE NEED YOU Near cam
PO Box 952 SJ
pus ICE F

Enjoy! Buy this entering VF 11 at
molt grocery chains and garden
...011, stores Eleenobs of Calif..

95108. 280 5055
HILLEL

JEWISH

STUDENT

01a.

ASSOC

Shabbat dinners. miles. brunch.
1.tures. Hebrew lessons. Toes
day lunch program For inform.
!Ion cell MINI office at 294-8311

Los Gatos.

MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE!! The
Overcome. is dynamic gra. of
Christians that enjoy the super
natural power Se presence of God
The God of the universe is very

from. Custom Futons
lows
Pillows Plus 302 El Pen. Shop
ping Canter Saratoga 8 Campbell
Av.. San Jose, 378 5848 10%
discount weth this ad

much alive and wen. to make
himself known to you, Come and
e xpari.ra the presence powe,.
and love of God Inn.,, real way
every
meet
The
Overcomer.
Wednesday at 7 30pm et the Stu
0
dent Union
the Costanoan

80 desk $65.
MOVING SALE! 30
sofa 1145. din bed $26. dining
table 8 4 chair. 825. 17 s 43
desk le bookcase 625. blocks &
boards $5 8 mi. 280 8790
1985 CENTURION ELITE RS 12 spd
biles for man 23" frame. 22 lbs

room Cell NH for info. 279 2133
DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Se00 your teeth ey.
money too For information &

8259 mu. eel 2470491

STUDENT

brochure sor A S
11081371 8811

offke or cell

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will cash your financial eid
et
lotv cost.
payroll check a
he.I. If you re unhep.
with your mail drop or if you n.d
one mail boxes erit available One
block horn campus
121 8 E
Santa Clara St Phone 279 2101
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con
ter
Sunday Lutheran 10 45am
Celholic 00 end 8 00prn Pleese
call Campus Ministry et 290 0204
to, worship counseling progrems
end study OppOrtunitte Rev N.
telle Sher. Fr Bob Leger Sr
Joen Pane. Rev Nora firnhabor

HELP WANTED
AMWAY. A business opportunity. full
or port time Individuals 15 couple.
tor ...ones. on your own Local
Amway distributor assist. you for
.plendld opportunity Call Mike at
AMWAY PRODUCTS come to yoqo
Sanshiction guaranteed or your
Toney back Cell Mae in 297
5216 day or evenings
EARN $ AS intramural anon. official in
football volleyball. eoccer. inner
Of
ba.lielball
tube waterpolo
Apply Lei.. Services ne. to
Pub. 277 2858

HANDYMAN $10/hr
plumbing repairs

day horn garn to 9.1 172 1092
JAPANESE ENGINES IS TRANNIES No
cora chmeges8 mos WeetentY Fr.
delivery Student Discount Spar
ten Distributors. 365 7007
73 DATSUN 610. E scint cond . greet
gm mtg nds body writ 8800i50
272 225.....& wknds
70 VW SLOG
engine

1.110

nano.

condition rebuilt
amtfm ca.

$2400/ho 252 2052

FOR SALE
ANISRUSH T SHIRTS’, W. can point
anything you goy* us ...Sting
in cars L hocks Guaranteed sells
faction & quern, Visit our studio
Or call 780 1500 RAT RIDER
4718 Meridian& Brenhan
ELEANOR 5 VF 11 PLANTFOOD,. A
moon, mem th.., H’yd,ty.t.
flmd.
A

complete

nutritional

balance

Must
know
primanly, but

painong floor ’eying etc More
then one per.n needed from time
to time ad run. ell semester Call
Don 288 6847 or Mrs Spalding
947 0831
MC

DONALD’. NOW HIRING., Pre
pey hours nen.. around
.hool schedule. 2 5 day.. 10 35
hr. rvek Interview. M 6 3 4 pm
rokoc

Contact Kathy or Devid et 368
3095. 15475 Los Gatos Blvd
NEED CASH" 1500.11000 stuffing
Rush
Guaranteed,
envelopes
..mpord raldrossed movelope to
McManus

Enterprises
Boo
145881) Sprineeld, Or 97477

RESTAURANT COOK with broil..
Penence and Mitch. help. Japa
Apply In per.on et
nese cure.
Okay.. Re.taurant
6th St San Jo.

565 A

14081984 71131
flexible
hours
SALES/PART TIME
renal
Paint IS wallpaper store
p fffff red
Stanony
seles exp
$5/hr Cell 288 4800. The Pant
Store 5415 Camden Ave

e ver.. Hours negate.. Eve
ning and weekend. evelleble
Corporate scholarships e.t.d.
We need people right sway, Call
14091276 9885 Monday Friday
3 pm only Ill line is bur50

5.1

Pert ter., Pemonable
sharp 8. dependable individual with
good phone manner. typIng 8 cinr
85 25.hr
iral skies Flexible hrs
to start Call John at 993 0211

SECRETARY.

STUDENT UNION JOB Assist. Mg
meant mechanic Painting. elec,
carpentry pluenbeng Previous exp
deareable Apply Director. Of
lice Student Union
SUMMER JOBS, National Park Co
21 perks 5.000 open.. Corn
plane Information 85 00 park re
port Mansion Mtn Co . 851 Pod
Ave WPM. Kalispell, Mt. 59901
REGISTER WITH THE ILEST. Whether
available for work during the
week.weekendwpert time -tempo
raw or only during the holidays
Cell us today for int...Iron All
skills end skill levels Best Tempo
eery Services. 994 1340
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME We
train enthuniestic aggreesive tale
phone sialespeople who want to
work hard and are motivated by
Cell Mrs

Green at 971

9733
VIDEO STORE CLERK. Must have neat
personality
good
appearance.
Apply in pereon st 10466 CAPI
TOL EXPYVY or cell 226 3610
WANT HANDS ON teaching el..
growing preschool
once. Join
w lupe. Ed programs 15 env.
Full time & pan time pone
lions evall Good benefits. ampere
once. & wag. E CE reo Cell
246 2141
meant

HOUSING
RESERVE FOR JANUARY NOW. Huge
2 bdren 2 bath apartment Only
one block from camp. Security
bldg 8 parking 6 clo.tt eley
sund.k 11625mo cell 287
5318 days 867 0842.0$.

tor

STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF Need
place, Hove sp.e? SJSU off cam
pus housing program 277 3998
Free servic

LOST ft FOUND

SYMPHONY TICKETS. Free Winter
sees., Music 10A enrollment. 3
units GE credit n 12 cloy.
TOM Forget the ’deep ,,,,,
crep. I have you. An’ I’m gonna
keep you til Poe’s beard falls off
Remember to shut the door and
that this ring means we’re really
the E word, I love you. Ales.
WOULD LIKE TO hod woman corn
panion who would be willing 10 110.
yetemndlcapped man

926 1731

PERSONAL
KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES., We ere
very proud of each one of you., We
Inca you very much.
LIFE IS NOT an homework, Take time
for youreelf & meet sagarll ungle.
personalized introduc
through
thek
the
You
non
movies
CO CHOICES at

921

7408
NATIONAL

Cell Brian st

298-2308

SERVICES

man drive from ramp. For en op
pointment. call Robert Ng .1 14061
554 0598
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogre
pher. John Paulson Photography
offers each bnde II groom the rein
mate something extreurdinery We
offer an album that reflects indived
umi personal.. and life she.
Call John Paulson Photogrephy
559 5922
LOSE WEIGHT 8 IMPROVE your health
program
nutrition
wrherbal
Cleanse. system & noticemble in
creased energy & vitality No drug.
100% natural,’ Used by medicol
profesaion le profession. athletes
100% satinfectIon guaranteed a

BACKACHE? Free raminetlon 8. heat
rnent as pan of a research project
If you have had low back prin for
more then 6 months & are 20 55
yrs old please call Palmer College
of Chiropr.tic West or 14081
244 8907. art 7
BARE IT ALLI. Stop shaving. waxing.
tweeting Lat me permantely
move your unwented hair (ch. In
kin,
tummy moust.he. back.
shoulders etc I 15% discount to
student. and faculty Cell before
D. 31
1985 & get your let
am at 1 2 price Unwanted heir
disappears with moos.. Gwen C
Chelgren RE 669 3500 1845
S Bescom Ave C Hair Today
Gone

Tomorrow

COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICE.
Mow tr., edge w.d etc Low

money back Call Mr Luciano at
258 3188. eller 6 pm
LOWEST INSURANCE RATES. STU
DENT DISCOUNT, Auto & renter..
low monthly payments No driver
es refused Cell Me. Chapman for
quote over the phone MY Phone
number 114081249 1301
ANXIOUS? Nele4 help with
CBEST? ELME? Privets tutoring,
The Meth Institute otters math to
boring education, seminars. dip
nostic testing. consultation Call

MATH

14081295 6088
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
and women Spec,. rate with fac
confi
ulty or etudent I D
Weekdays. evenings &
denhal
Saturday In Koll Business Park at
Own 101 AN Fair.... Sun
Center
Electrolys.
nyvele
14081734 3115

monthly

Free estimates Call
Valley Lown Care. 371 5933

EATING DISORDERS CENTER
The
Rader institute’AMI at Sen. Crew
Community Hospital is comp.
heneive prow., for the nice...slut
treatment of snorer. bulimia. end

PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP.
Every Sundt. from 9arn 3pm Clo
war Hell 99N Bemeorn Ave San
Jose
$1 00 ...eon Sella.
info

compulsive eating Our wenn and
caring approach ed. sssss the

Sosy

14081 241 7958 Auction
park.9, food and drink

medical psychological nutritional
social and spirit., espects of the
di
which ere essential for Me
long recovery Additional informe

RESUMES. TERM PAPERS thesis all
typing word processing Prices
very reason.. Call Nakole at

nor end e confid.teal consults
don are available Sr no charge 24
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14081
426 3282 it. 153 or 1 800

WEDDING PORTRAITS 8 MODEL port
folios bnanorlllr See the Phi
Kapp. Alpha 1980 calendar for
...pie of my work then call John
Rick men et 252 4213

255 1818
FACULTY. STAFF 8 STUDENTS. C.
lined msu.sq. pr.tionar offering
alternative health care Acupres
Sure thirrepy SwedishEsaien full

270 7213

1 hIR

body massage d.p tissue into
gr.on sessions evert.. Stnctly
nonserluel Call foe ell. eh. 3
pm Janice Thurston CM P 14081

PHOTO CENTER Quality 1 Er
photo developing rush servic on
color 5 x 7 s IL prints from slides 4
copy photos Overtught slide pro
es...9 Instant passport photo*
great service II guaranteed quell.
Steven. Crk at Winchester Town
8 Country Vamp 986 7427

2137 2993

DESPERATELY SEEKING MY COAT.
LOST 13rb grey wool one’s BUS
clesroom Tower Bldg on Thu.
dey Nov 21 If bond pi.. all

choice.

all ...pacts of ...oration 8. na
5
banality Law office es only

men & wom. Low
SASE
Dean. P0 Box 29781. San Jose
Co 96159

for spot

N

RETAIL HELP.. Permanent end tern
porary position. available P.O rate
$6 25.hr No asporienc. needed
will ’min Pan time and Fur time

10 em

$400 $800,nonth
EARN
SALES.
part lime or 62000.83000 month
Id ll time with Heelth 8 Nutrition
products company Cell Deep. et

money

297 5218

AUTOMOTIVE
DO YOU NEED AUTO INSURANCE"
Cell me for quote es I con guar
ant. coverage .ame day John
Satur
Mondey through

I/

720 University

Ca 9503014081395 3959
FUTONS. DUALITY COTTON PROD
UCTS Cr.. your own living &
sleeping space with our futons pal

please be patient and try
’An Equal Opportunity Comp..

GAYrIll con.nr club for

FLY... Flight instruction Ill prise. &
115 hr no
commercial ratings
charge for ground tern. Cell Jim or
277 8027
FROM 815 to 1501. POSSIBLE

Send

san for info opportunity
Renton Ct S. Jose 95123

984

I CAN HELP YOU if you need help keep
ing a budget I can Weep budge,
for you & keep track of esp.4,
belence check books &
lure,
other fine.. servo.. For mote
information can Alan Sr 978
3648
ATTORNEY will con
suit with SJSU students for 30
mins FREE Pr.tice is limned to

IMMIGRATION

TRAVEL
SKI

Sun N Sand
TAHOE
Lodge 8308 N Lake Blvd Kenos
ph
Tahoe
C
Beach
Lk
19181548 2515 $12 SO person
NORTH

din occup $5.. arkli Beautiful
motel on Lake Shot. Cl TV hot
shuttle to she
tub. nest door
ere. min horn North..

rervira Amt ,.
Hostels 409 298 0070

’,not,

BUENVENTURA TRAVE I
.CHRISTMAS VACATION.
RIO,Sentiporlkeenos Aires

..SPECIAL RIO.
NEW YEAR’S EVE
Complete Tour

11459

Fiesta Carney.

$1499
928 9321 or 14151398 8338

NEW TRAVEL INFO,’
NEW YORK
fan 82313rn
hrn 6249k1

HONOLULU
inci hot.
LONDON

.frrn 8498,1
Inn 8689/n

GERMANY
HONGKONG

inn 68990
anel hotel

EURAIL BRITAIL PASSES
Cell any tkne WORLD SERVICES
866 2442 Tricit.Marien

TYPING
AAAACCURACY. ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACHIEVEMENT, in typing net
Try Tony Hillner
296
top.2087 $1 SO per pogo quick turn
eround ave... seven dent a
week All work guaranteed
ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. resumes
letters.
manuscripts etc Easr turnaround
reasonable Wet Cell 251 8813
after 3 pm North San Jose area
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING A
SPECIALTY Chrysler offers rapid
letter
turnaround
professional
quellrn product guaranteed work
6. Student Descount Theses. re
ports manuals resumes S. &
micro trenscription Editing server.
& disk storage available 8 am log
pm 7 days wk

Chrystel at 923

8451
ACCURACY
ACCOMPLISHMENT
ACHIEVEMENT spa ...tic typ
III
10 ors.. wetted.. IBM
*electric & c sssss tee trancoption
Hrly raves ell work guaranteed
8 3040, 9 00pm N San Jo. 10
Jane 251
men
from cempu.
5942
AN ANSWER to your Word Processeng
and Editeng needs Spereelire on
term papers
resiterch prow10
manuscripts end resumes Both
student. and faculty welcome
Will gladly oasis, you with green
mar and sentence structure For
mar English major Northwestern
Univ.., depend.lo and expert
encad lAsk only that you present
Willow Glen at.
1.98/0 copy!
Pito...she Illern Sarni at 268
9448
BETTER grades with better papers
Help with rammer editing E ripen
In tech suhlects 01ta menuel. en
cluding APAS charts IL gr..
IBM word proces.ing Los Get.
7
CaR 978 7330
South SJ
cloys, wk

sporcedi
Idouble
Er. di. storage

me, Reanonable area Call Debbie
at 378-9845 ’
DOWNTOWN LOCATION Less then 1
mile frm SALO Last menu. aye
rung work welcomed E.., tap
word processing Reasonable
rates Try me I’m just your TYPE..
log

286-0250
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for ell your
typing le word processing needs
Specialiting in term papers to
ports. manuscript., reit.rch pa
per. theses letters, resumes le
gal busenessrper.onsi Grammar &
spelling assistance Cas.tte Iran
scriptton available
Guaranty.d
professional quality fast, accurst,
and wary competitive
. Call
Located in
Pam at 247 2881
Santa Clara near San Tonter/Mon
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Reports. terrn
papers. resumes. etc Olivetti el.
Ironic correctable Editing nervicir
from
$1 50 double
available
.p.e page Neer Crandon 8 Leigh
Cell 371 5933 eves
GET THE GRADES your hard work de
wry. For your typing, editing fee
when you
composition needs
went it typed right. cell WRITE
’TYPE 11081 972 9430 Asle for
Barham Rates hy the page ho
or lob
LET A PROFESSIONAL

lope Voof teno

IMORMS

Pepers

COVOI

leiterN

O.., work and tnesreneble tat.
Willow Glen area 292 8807 free
desk omega
NEED FAST ACCURATE TYPING, De
pond on rne for expert word pro
[16..9, I can &so mod you with
$ 1 SO cis
welliny & grammar
page Cell Sue at 993 9280.0.,
weekends or leave message due
.9 dey 2 ...oft The Alameda
OFFICE

ALTERNATIVES

Word

celteingftrienecriptIOn’topfog

pro
24

Meil.ng Your [veer &seine COM*
true’ Cell Adworks loch. St 14081
287 6060
SAVE TIME le get more out of life/ let
us 1.10 you ssssss ch that ompor
tent paper or prolect Resumes lot
only 515 PI.* yOLO MOM, On our
employment search mailing list
Cell 988 13856 DM Pro

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Prof.Wonel
typing end business services Rae
turnable rates Call 14081 259
9368
SUNNYVALE.
VALLCO
MARCIE’a
word processing typing Prompt.
neat .curete All formals 1.10104 APA
Wo.
100
guarenteed
1 50 -page Woof. spaced Ora
typed Call 720 8836
TERM PAPERS. THESES resumes Foe
all your typing needs 001 Perfect
Imprension. el 996 3333 Stu
dent rates. located in Campbell
THE DAISY WHEEL aurally word pro
centring Raieumee theme -dins..
none proposals mentsscriptabusi
nese plane repetitere letterslabels
newsletters -technical ntetist
Ruth at 723.3013

Erporwenced
Cat.. tran

evadable Near Almaden
Guar
IL Branham in
I now,
anteed quick return on 511 pep..
Phone 251 4604

TYPING SERVICE. Prof...tonal word
processing theses. report. S.
01.1 retes for SAW stud... roc
ulty 9*5gm.. mod Nets 1408,
377 5293 or 14151 493 2200
e. 1138 !weekday.
TYPING SERV Students ...ocher.
Fest
accurate
roes 00000 .4091
7313 1876 Sunnyvale
TYPING

TERM

PAPERS

THESES

courrOonde.r.

.

sures appliretenns inc 20 yews
completed
...enc.
Jobs
quickly Sadler Sec 00000 .1 Service
269 8874

7 dY
week Pk,
up.delivery Student Rel. Avail
able 14081 284 2974

WORD PROCESSING Student pep...
business correspondence Willow
at 267 5247
Glen rues cot

PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of resumes. re

WORD PROCESSING student epor,
die
110 pg minimum) theses
serrattons Also mail lists tr.
repenteve
work
letter*.
...ion

Pon. Paper.. publication. menu
ecripts. correspondence etc WM
grommet repelling punc
aid
rn
wagon For prompt
7 de, re
won. Wave message for Pamela
every d."
10 yrs expenence all types of pre
pent Close to ram.. 11 bloc.
326 F
0105

WM., Sr

pc system epoketion
San Jo. area Joys at 264 1029
Cup MV SO weas Andrea 998
3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES

et 14091275 6253
PROFESSIONAL TYPING

10

call 280

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt at’
curate dependable $2 din spat,
P.9* Ine
editing Saratoga

pone

Server.

CO.04.1e.

WORD PROCESSING. Complete eery
ece student papers thesis MI.
ins eras MO 4,11,1 5, 282 2201

spectra* Experienced pro...Iona
word processing pepers theses
Sp.ealest en technical
.ceentific

projects
$1 50
$2 50rpage Call Vicki at 281
3068 Bern Sprn IBM area Ask
about client renewer thecount
RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES

RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
ADWORKS
ADWORKS

quellly fent & accurate encl./ins
aneletence with welling & gran.

ADWORKS
ADWORKS

ADWORKS
ADWORKS

Re

resumes letters
Call 8 I& 9 Office
14081973 8670
Rea

rnenuele

mailing hew

ar. Cad Joen et 741 5880

PROCESSING
WORD
SERVICE for Mee. dissortanont
resumer
etc lop
001e15
Hum

CONANT

Call

TYPING DONE IN MY HOME Mall041.1
ble rates Call Patti et 246 5633
end les. message

PUT YOUR WORDS in th* best pen

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL top
.g,word processing $1 50 page

scripnon

YOUTH HOSTEL PASSES for 11.11
worldwide Hostel direr-Ion. Et.
0.1 and
1.11 fir BeltRell
helpful

fm 58090
Urne/01.0/801101a/Cahrees
. fm 61355.
1m 5559n
LondonrPsrls/Rorne

Advertise
277-3171
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Theatre Arts to host annual festival [Paraplegic walks

By Patricia Pane
Daily staff writer
While most of the SJSU campus
will be relatively quiet during inter session, the Theatre Arts Department will be bustling with activity,
hosting up to 400 cast members and
technical crews from college productions as far away as Hawaii
Jan. 15-19 SJSU will be hosting
the American College Theatre Festival XVIII. It is a national festival
sponsored by the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.0 and a grant from
the U.S. Department of Education.
"The festival is off-Broadway for
the rest of the country. It’s where the
new plays can be done, ’ said Jeanne
Russ, associate festival coordinator.
"It’s where you can do chancy
theater, take risks," said Bob Jenkins, director of theatre.
At the same time, 11 other regions in the continental United States
will also be conducting theater festivals. SJSU falls into Region 8, which
includes northern Nevada and Hawaii.
"All the colleges and universities
in the region are invited to become
members of the American College
Theatre Festival; and we have a very
active region," Russ said.
"In fact," Jenkins added, "we’re
having the record year for entries
right now. We’ve received the 44th
college entry for our region."
After a production is entered, two
adjudicators go to the college and re-

Casts and crews to invade SJSU
view it. Out of all the entries front the
region, only five will compete at
SJSU.
Winning selections for the regional competition will be announced
in December. Five to 10 winners will

The festival is offBroadway for the
rest of the country.’
Jeanne Russ,
associate festival
coordinator
be awarded an all -expense paid trip
to the Kennedy Center where the
plays will be performed in repertory
and compete with productions from
the other regions.
The production that wins on the
national level is produced for one
week at the prestigious Kennedy (’enter, Jenkins said.
"The purpose of the festival is to
stimulate and reward excellence in
production," he said.
SJSU has submitted "Buried
Child" and the current production of
"The Imaginary Invalid," both of
which were directed by Master of
Fine Arts candidates.

Both shows were chosen for their
transportability, which is their ability to break down and set up easily,
Jenkins said.
Part of the problem with the festival, Jenkins said, is that a production must stay alive from the time it
was originally produced to the time it
competes on the national level.
"Suppose," Jenkins said." ’Buried Child’ was selected for the regional ( level) and then was recommended by the region to go to D.C.
and was indeed selected’?"
"That means a show that was
cast in August and was performed in
October had to stay alive for the festival in January and then stay alive
until the final festival in April. That is
a long, long time to keep a college
show together artistically, logistically and every other way."
He added that the rules do provide for some cast changes, but 50
percent of the original cast must
compete at each level.
All colleges must pay their own
expenses to participate in the festival, but the SJSU Theatre Arts Department must pay for the festival.
The cost has run from 812,000 to 815,000 in the past, he said.
"Obviously we cannot absorb
such a loss," Jenkins said. "We are
resigned to taking some loss on it for

the prestige of presenting it here and
doing a good job We’ve got to get at
least a couple thousand dollars within
expenses, or we will be hurting."
To defray some expenses, Jenkins said that AC’TF allocates between $3,500 and 84,000 to each host
school. But he said SJSU will also
charge a nominal festival entry fee,
which entitles patrons to participate
in any of eight master classes in acting, directing, playwrighting and design.
There will also be a small
charge, which has not yet been decided, to see the productions, Jenkins
said. In addition, he said that Ryder
Trucks has volunteered all of the
trucks for the regional and national
levels; the colleges need provide only
the drivers and the gas.
But, Russ added, "We’re really
depending on and counting on every
single theater major being involved
on a voluntary basis for the entire
festival."
In addition to the production
competition and master classes,
scholarships in theater criticism, acting, costume design and set design
will be awarded.
ACTF is the largest theater operation in America," Jenkins said. "We
are America’s national theater. Combined in its budgeting, operating
structure, the number of people it
touches, it makes the professional
theater look like very small potatoes."

HONOLULU, Hi AP ,
A
paraplegic who walked through a
fourth of the Honolulu Marathon
on Sunday said the achievement
fulfilled her dream of competing
in the race a goal that seemed
far away when she was crippled
by a sniper’s bullets more than
five years ago.
"It was incredible; it was exactly what I wanted," said Jennifer Smith, 30, after walking 6.8
miles of the 26.2-mile race.
Smith was a long-distance
runner, a model and a junior at
the University of Houston when, in

SPECIAL RATES FOR
SJSU STUDENTS!
Resumes $

5.00 & Up

Up

per page

ELITE SECRETARIAL SERVICES

971-7777

government
By Alison (’. Ziganti
Daily staff writer
Third graders at San Jose’s Luther Burbank school are no longer in
the dark about local, state and federal government, compliments of a
sociology class taught this semester
at SJSU
This semester a group of 29 8year-olds were familiarized with all
forms of government, including the
"nuts and bolts" of City Hall, mass
transportation and the recent Geneva
peace talks.
The curriculum was designed by
a team of five students enrolled in a
sociology class called Education and
Social Change, taught by Robert
Gliner, dean of the Sociology Department’s Work and Education Program.
According to Jerry Ross, group
representative for the class, the 29
students were attentive and interested in the group’s presentation.
Ross said that he never knew
much about government when he was
in third grade, so he feels this is beneficial to the kids.
The goal of the sociology class
was to familiarize the students with
the functions of local government, including the workings of city hall and
local politics, because as adults the
children can make a difference.
During the semester, the third
graders were honored by a visit from
San Jose City Councilwoman, Nancy
lanni, who represents District 6,
where most of the Luther Burbank
students reside.
Also speaking to the class were
officials from the San Jose police and
fire departments and the main library. However, lanni was the highlight of the hour-long class

FBI: crooks are
mental midgets

LI

Pro( essed

24-Hour Turn-Around/Quality Word Processing

check out

The great beers of the world go by one [MC: lowenbrau, Brewed in Munich,
in England, Sweden. Canadajapan and here in Inierica for a diStilletiVe world class taste

Pus WORLD CALLS FOR LoWENBRAU
C 19171, Wier lifevongCo Milwaukro WI
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Term Papers Thesis $ 1 .00 &

Youngsters

SANTA ANA ( AP) FBI agent
Frank Calley has seen bank robbers
caught because their getaway cars
ran out of gas, because they robbed
the branch where they did business
and because they wrote stickup notes
on the back of their own phone bills.
"Our clients aren’t exactly Phi
Beta Kappas," said the agent who
has spent 23 years investigating bank
robberies
His favorite tale of a would-be
bank job is the one about an armed
robber who was knocked unconscious
by a woman who got angry when he
cut in front of her in line
Similar stories abound in Southern California, the bank robbery capital of the United States with 25 percent of the nation’s unauthorized
withdrawals
In one recent robbery, the robbers tried to throw off pursuers by
flinging handfuls of cash out the windows of their getaway car as they
drove down the freeway Then there
was the "Skateboard Bandit," a tanned, blond teen-ager in Bermuda
shorts who fled a Newport Beach
hank in apparent embarrassment
when he dropped his skateboard with
a clatter He finally got up the nerve
to come back and hand a teller a note
demanding 8100,000 cash, then
changed his mind, said, "Just a
joke." and fled again
When he was caught. he claimed
he had been forced into the crime by
a man with a bomb. (’alley said.

a sniper put tour bullets into her back and severed her
spinal cord while she was on a
training run in Houston.
Doctors told Smith, who was
left paralyzed from the chest
down, that she would never walk
again. Today, she walks and
dances with the help of a computer that electronically stimulates her muscles.
Smith wears lightweight plastic braces from her chest to feet
She carries a small computer and
a belt containing a battery pack
around her waist.
lklut)er i9141),

